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Merrell Barefoot. True to your nature.

Download our free app at
merrell.com/barefoot

Run as you never ran before. Minimalist zero-mm-drop design  

helps you find the natural way you were born to run. A specialized  
forefoot plate and Vibram® sole provide traction and protection 

for a smooth ride. Be grounded. Be great.
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©2012 General Nutrition Corporation. Call 1.800.477.4462 or visit GNC.ca for the store nearest you.

GNC Women’s Ultra Mega® Vitapak® Programs
Goal: Look and feel strong your whole life long
Solution: Women’s Ultra Mega® Active Vitapak®

Effect: Multivitamin, energy enhancer and bone support
Result: The nutrition you need for optimal health and performance

ONLY AT GNC AND GNC.COM

LIVE FITLIVE FIT



WITHIN 30 MINUTES OF AN INTENSE WORKOUT, 
CHOCOLATE MILK HELPS YOU RECHARGE AND 

REFUEL FOR THE NEXT ONE.

rechargewithmilk.ca

 MAKE
 TOMORROW’S
 WORKOUT
 BETTER
 TODAY
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IN March and April, the Canadian climate can dish out anything from a heavy snowstorm 
to a balmy spring day. No matter. More and more runners will be venturing outside during 
these in-between months. Slipping and sliding some days, but glad to be on the move.
Some will be training to race, anything from a two-miler, maybe with the kids, to a full 

marathon. For some, it will be their first race ever. Others will be moving up to longer distances. 
Still others will be veterans of the marathon circuit, with maybe a Boston or a New York under 
their belts.

Running is tough but it can give tremendous satisfaction—not to mention that famous 
runner’s high. It also takes a toll on the body. By some estimates, half of all runners get some 
sort of injury every year.

That’s why this issue of OptiMYz zeroes in on running, highlighted by our Marathon Buffet 
of race weekends. There’s also a series of articles on how to prepare for a run—and how to 
recover afterwards—so you don’t become one of those injury stats.

The cover story this issue features Tommy Europe, fitness expert and TV star, and a slice of 
his bootcamp workout as presented at OptiMYz Live in Halifax, NS in January. 

Tommy headlines the Health Expo when it arrives in Toronto as part of the GoodLife Toronto 
Marathon on May 4-5. There will be a host of presenters on the five OptiMYz brand pillars of 
health, fitness, nutrition, adventure and the mind. It’s a big show—a three ring circus.

Which brings me back to Tommy. He’s a natural showman who loves to be on stage, with a 
natural warmth that people can relate to. But he’s a tough guy too. His theme is “no excuses.” If 
you want to be healthy and fit, you have to make the right choices and do the work.

He’s a natural athlete, a former CFL star who eats right and stays in great shape. He loves to 
run, preferring trails with irregular terrain. It keeps him on his toes, so to speak, and is great for 
his sense of balance.

Balance is a part of fitness that is often overlooked. As people get older, their balance 
declines—partly from lack of use. Kids run downstairs and charge out onto the grass. If they 
stumble, they roll over and jump up again. Adults get cautious, walking slowly and carefully; 
when they slip, their sense of balance is rusty and they may stiffen up and get hurt.

Like all athletes, Tommy still feels that joy in moving that all kids have. And he has the 
balance to prove it.

Note: The accompanying photograph is taken from a video shoot to promote the OptiMYz 
Healthy Workplace Awards. If your company encourages employees to live a healthy lifestyle 
and you would like to participate, you can learn more about the awards by contacting Claire 
Rogers at crogers@optimyz.ca. Claire is my co-star in this quirky but brilliant video (watch at 
youtube.com/optimyztv) directed by our fellow staffer Chris Surette.

editor’s letter

Kids at heart
You don’t have to be a great athlete to enjoy moving your body. Kids might stumble, 
but they get right back up again.

DAVID HOLT
EDITOR

ACTING OUT Making a video to promote 
the 2012 OptiMYz Healthy Workplace 
Awards, to be held in the Fall.

4 
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The 
Locker
Room
News and views 
from the world of 
fitness and health 

LATEST RESULTS OF 
optimyz.com poll
I expect my kids to have 
healthier lives than their 
parents:
Strongly agree. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79%
Agree somewhat  . . . . . . . . . . . 15%
Disagree somewhat . . . . . . . . . . 6%
Strongly disagree . . . . . . . . . . . . 0%

Current online poll
As a ! tness bu" :
I run indoors and outdoors

I run only outdoors

I run only indoors

I do not run

I do not run but am considering it

Vote now at www.optimyz.com

fitness and health fitness and health 

LATEST RESULTS OF LATEST RESULTS OF 

Thankfulness is good for you
THERE’S evidence that 

a positive outlook and 
feelings of thankfulness can 
have a beneficial effect on the 
brain and body. “If thankful-
ness were a drug, it would 
be the world’s best-selling 
product with a health main-
tenance indication for every 
major organ system,” said Dr. 
P. Murali Doraiswamy, head 
of the division of bio-
logic psychology at Duke 
University Medical Center.

Studies have shown 
measurable effects on 
multiple body and brain 
systems. Those include mood 
neurotransmitters, reproduc-
tive hormones, social bonding 
hormones, cognitive and plea-
sure related neurotransmitters, 
inflammatory and immune 
systems, stress hormones, car-
diac and EEG rhythms, blood 
pressure, and blood sugar.

“Humans have a negativ-
ity bias where ‘bad stuff’ in 
our life outweighs the good 
by a measure of about 3:1,” 

said Renee Jain, a certified 
coach of positive psychol-
ogy. “This developed over 
millions of years to help us 
survive threats in our envi-
ronment. Fortunately, we no 
longer have to worry about 

cal is dopamine,” he said. “But 
we can’t feel rewards and 
threats unless we focus atten-
tion on them. Until an event 
comes to our own attention, 
we don’t get the neurotrans-
mitter release that allows us 
to feel good or bad.”

But the brain doesn’t 
know whether it’s react-
ing to reality, fiction or 
even past events. Feeling 
thankful acts as a “mental 
movie,” Wasden explained. 
The brain releases dopa-
mine, which, in turn, has a 
positive effect on mood and 
emotional well-being.

“One of the best practices 
uncovered from this research 
is known as the Three 
Blessings exercise,” said Jain. 
“Before going to bed, write 
down three good things that 
happened to you during the 
day. Those who continue this 
exercise for one week can 
increase their happiness for 
up to six months.” Z  SOURCE: 
MIKAELA CONLEY, ABC NEWS

CHECK YOUR HEALTH STATS THE WI-FI WAY

YOUR mobile device may soon know your 
health status better than you do. Most 

health devices are based on connectivity, 
mobile applications and social 
elements, but are no longer 
the exclusive domain of 
geeks. As prices drop, the 
mainstream is signing up. 
The mobile app revolution 
and rise of social networks 
are also powering this mind meld of human 
beings and technology.

Case in point: Fitbit’s Aria Wi-Fi Smart 

Scale ($130). It looks like any other simple 
scale, but it’s smart. The Aria can report 
weight, Body Mass Index (BMI) and percentage 

of body fat for as many as eight 
people. With its Wi-Fi radio 
built-in, all information can 
automatically be sent to your 

personal profile on the Fitbit 
site; the data can be shared via 

Twitter or Facebook. Check out 
fitbit.com/product/aria. Watch this space 
for more on the latest gear. Z  TIM WILSON, 

TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

health devices are based on connectivity, 
mobile applications and social 
elements, but are no longer 

The mobile app revolution 
and rise of social networks 

weight, Body Mass Index (BMI) and percentage 
of body fat for as many as eight 

people. With its Wi-Fi radio 
built-in, all information can 
automatically be sent to your 

personal profile on the Fitbit 
site; the data can be shared via 

Twitter or Facebook. Check out 
fitbit.com/product/aria

a saber-toothed tiger attack-
ing us on the way to work. 
Unfortunately, we still have 
this bias.”

The brain’s fundamental 
organizing principle in life is 
to avoid threat and maximize 
rewards, said Mitch Wasden, 
CEO of Ochsner Medical 
Center in Baton Rouge. “The 
brain’s primary reward chemi-

©ISTOCKPHOTO.COM/G
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CALIBRATE YOUR POTENTIAL

%HLQJ�SK\VLFDOO\�ïW�
OLQNHG�WR�KHDOWKLHU�
brain aging

A physically fit older person shows 
fewer age-related changes in the 

brain, according to research from the 
University of Arizona. The latest study 
found a clear relationship between regular 
exercise and a healthier aging brain.

The brain has over 100 billion cells, 
and weighs approximately 3lbs, losing 
5%-10% of its weight between 20 and 
90 years old. The work on brain aging 
and exercise was presented at this year’s 
annual Society for Neuroscience meeting. 

Research has shown how regular 
aerobic workouts can help hold off mild 
cognitive decline. And exercise spurs the 
growth of new neurons in parts of the 
brain associated with learning and 
memory. Z  

CURE FOR THE COMMON COLD?

ECHINACEA, also known as purple coneflower, has gained popularity in recent 
years as a nutritional supplement that may stave off or at least shorten the com-

mon cold. Historically, Natives relied on the root of Echinacea to numb toothache pain 
and treat dyspepsia as well as snake, insect and spider bites. Recent scientific studies 
have verified that the herb can be effective.

A 2008 University of Connecticut review found that taking 
the supplement reduced the chances of getting a cold by 31%, 
and helped people get over cold and flu symptoms a day and a 
half earlier.

Researchers initially thought Echinacea’s effectiveness 
was due to its immune-boosting traits, but they now believe 
instead that the herb works more as an anti-inflammatory agent. 
A University of British Columbia study found that commercial 
Echinacea preparations can reduce the body’s production of inflamma-
tory proteins in bronchial cells, lessening the symptoms of colds and flu.

Still, the herb can cause allergic reactions in some people and may interact nega-
tively with some common medications. Anyone with autoimmune disease or a handful 
of other illnesses should not take Echinacea without first consulting their doctor. Z  
RODDY SCHEER AND DOUG MOSS; EARTHTALK!EMAGAZINE.COM

2SWL0<]�/LYH�+HDOWK�([SR�PHHWV�WKH�
*RRG/LIH�7RURQWR�0DUDWKRQ�LQ�0D\

OptiMYz publisher Max Brennan with MMA legend and Brazilain Jiu-Jitsu master 
Royce Grace at OptiMYz Live in Halifax in January. Tommy Europe, star of TV’s 
Last 10 Pounds Bootcamp, will headline the Toronto show on May 4 and 5.
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I APPLAUD YOU 
for wanting to 
maintain an active 
lifestyle because 
our bodies are 
made to move. 

Studies show that 
staying active is good 

for our body and our emo-
tional and mental well-being. Still, your body 
is a machine and needs to be well fueled to 
maintain high levels of activity. As a mostly 
vegetarian eater, you should try to incorpo-

rate plant-based lean proteins into your daily 
diet before training, as well as complex whole 
grain carbohydrates in order to fuel your body 
for intensive work outs. 

I recommend plant-based proteins such 
as legumes and nuts; and healthy fats such as 
olive oil, nuts, flaxseed, and fish. Whole grain 
carbohydrates such as steel-cut oatmeal and 
brown rice in moderate quantities with plenty 
of diverse-coloured vegetables will ensure fuel 
with essential vitamins and minerals. 

Do not drink a lot of caffeine on a daily 
basis since it may dehydrate you—perhaps 

the locker room DEAR DOCTOR BY JULIE T. CHEN, M.D.

The vegetarian runner’s dilemma
green tea in the mornings for low levels of 
caffeine. The vitamins and antioxidants in 
green tea will help with cellular repair after 
long training days. Water is essential to ward 
off fatigue after a long day of training. 

Ensure adequate sleep and rest to allow 
your body and muscles to heal after training. 
Cellular regeneration and repair is optimal 
during night-time sleep. 

Avoid processed foods, sugars and alcohol. 
They diminish optimal cellular functioning and 
may slow down regeneration. 

Aim for optimal nutrients before and after 
training sessions. When you treat your body 
like the high-functioning machine it is 
designed to be, your body is likely to perform 
as one. Z

Dr. Julie T. Chen, MD, is an integrated medical 
doctor with her own practice in San Jose, CA. Check 
out her website at www.makinghealthyez.com.

Dear Dr. Julie, I am training for a marathon and I’ve been feeling really 
exhausted after my training sessions. What would you recommend that 
I change in my diet? I am mostly a vegetarian but I occasionally will eat 
seafood for protein intake.



Having a healthy business means more than 

having a strong bottom line. 

A healthy business gives employees a safe and enriching psychological and physical 
environment. As well, the personal !tness and health of each employee contributes to the 
strength of the business overall. OptiMYz celebrates the companies that understand what it 
means to have a healthy workplace. In the Fall of 2012 OptiMYz will present the Healthy 
Workplace Awards, showcasing companies that have achieved a level of health and !tness 
beyond the norm.

  To nominate your company, email Claire at crogers@optimyz.ca.  Please include your name 
and contact details. Members of the CN Centre for Occupational Health and Safety at Saint 
Mary’s University will conduct a survey of the nominated companies in the spring and 
summer of 2012.
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the locker room 

BURN PAST THE HARD PARTS

0RUH�FRQWURO�WKDQ�\RX�WKLQN��
����RI�FDQFHUV�GXH�WR�OLIHVW\OH

NEARLY half of cancers diagnosed 
in the UK each year are caused 
by avoidable life choices includ-

ing smoking, drinking and eating the wrong 
things, a review reveals. Tobacco is the big-
gest culprit, causing 23% of cases in men and 
15.6% in women, says the Cancer Research UK 
report. Next comes a lack of fresh fruit and 
vegetables in men’s diets, while for women it 
is being overweight. The report is published in 
the British Journal of Cancer.

Lead author Prof. Max Parkin said: “Many 
people believe cancer is down to fate or 
‘in the genes’ and that it is the luck of the 
draw whether they get it. Looking at all the 
evidence, it’s clear that around 40% of all 

cancers are caused by things we mostly have 
the power to change.”

For men, the best advice appears to be: 
Stop smoking, eat more fruit and vegetagbles 
and cut down on how much alcohol you 
drink. For women, again, the reviews says 
the best advice is to stop smoking, but also 
watch your weight. 

About 34% of the cancers are linked to 
smoking, diet, alcohol and excess weight. One 
in 25 cancers is linked to a person’s job, such 
as being exposed to chemicals or asbestos.

Some risk factors are well established, 
such as smoking’s link with lung cancer. 
But others are less recognised. For example, 
for breast cancer, nearly a 10th of the risk 

comes from being overweight or obese, far 
outweighing the impact of whether or not the 
woman breastfeeds or drinks alcohol. 

Some cancers, like mouth and throat 
cancer, are caused almost entirely by 
lifestyle choices. But others, like gall bladder 
cancer, are largely unrelated to lifestyle. Z  
SOURCE: MICHELLE ROBERTS, HEALTH 
REPORTER, BBC NEWS

Tobacco is the 

biggest culprit, 

causing 23% of 

cases in men 

and 15.6% in 

women.
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science WITH AMANDA WINTINK, PHD

Men are men and women are 
women: True or false?
Gender is not always black and white. Genetics, medical conditions and 
other factors influence our sexual identity.

MALES and females are better 
considered along a male-female 
continuum rather than as oppo-

site ends of a complete dichotomy. So argued 
my PhD supervisor’s supervisor, Dr. John Pinel 
from UBC. There is substantial biological rea-
soning for this viewpoint. 

First, consider genetics. We categorize 
sex according to the chromosomes X and Y. 
As their 46th chromosome males have an X 
and a Y and females have two Xs. Mothers 
pass on their X chromosomes to offspring, 
because they only have Xs, whereas fathers 
pass on both their X and Y. When they 
combine during fertilization, they give 
rise to either a male (XY) or female (XX).

During normal development, the body 
produces the sex-specific hormones tes-
tosterone and estrogen and they circulate 
through the body to give rise to what we 
typically think of as males and females. 

At face value, this is simple. However, 
there are conditions that cause a dis-
crepancy of among gender as determined 
by genetics, the individual’s response to sex 
hormones, and physical sex-specific charac-
teristics like genitals and body type. These can 
lead to medical conditions called “intersex.”

Here’s one example of intersex. A person 
has XX chromosomes and ovaries, but devel-
oped male external genitals. This results when 
a female fetus receives too much exposure to 
the masculinizing sex-hormone testosterone 
during critical periods in the womb. The labia 
(lips of the female external genitalia) fuse, 
forming a scrotum and the clitoris enlarges 
to form a penis.

Both of these tissues can develop in 
either direction, and do so in response to 
circulating sex hormones (the default is 
female, by the way). The most common cause 
of this is Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia, a 
condition in which the individual lacks the 
specific enzyme and effectively increases 
androgen (a hormone group that includes 
testosterone). 

A similar condition, Aromatase 
Deficiency, happens at puberty. Aromatase is 
an enzyme that converts androgens to estro-
gens. This condition goes unnoticed until XX 

girls hit puberty and respond to the excess 
of testosterone by beginning to develop into 
teenage boys!

Similarly, there are individuals who look 
like women but are genetically XY male. This 
is called Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome. 
We tend to hear about these women around 
the time of the Olympics when questions 
arise about their exceptional performance. 
In this condition, the individual is biologi-
cally unable to respond to androgens and 
therefore develops as female (the default, 
remember). This condition can go unnoticed 
by women until they attempt to have chil-

dren and realize they have male, not female, 
internal organs.

These examples raise the question: What 
constitutes men and women? Is it genetics? 
Physical characteristics? Gender identifica-
tion? And I didn’t even touch on individuals 
who are XYY or XO genetically!

I find this topic interesting for several 
reasons, particularly as a reminder that 
categories, although helpful in many circum-
stances, can limit our understanding. I also 
hope, in highlighting this science, to pro-
mote tolerance for those who don’t fit into 
conventional categories, which can include 
varying sexual orientations.

In prenatal development, there are sev-
eral brain areas that correspond to being 
male or female that develop later compared 
than genitals. This suggests a potential a 
mechanism by which gender and physical 
characteristics can be misaligned, as in 
transsexual individuals who undergo sex-
reassignment surgery. There is significant 

evidence that these areas correspond to the 
gender “felt,” not “born as” (see research by 
Dr. DF Swaab for studies in this area). Z

BLOG INFO: In 2009 I reviewed how 
hormones work and discussed the effects of 
pseudo-estrogens (like Bisphenol A) on repro-
duction. I have reposted it on my A Science 
Perspective blog for those interested. 

Amanda Wintink has a PhD in neuroscience and 
psychology, and is based in Toronto. Check out 
her blog at www.optimyz.com. 
ajwintink@mac.com
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BETTER TO WEAR OUT
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managing stress

Worn down at work
Don’t let climbing the corporate ladder lead to stress and poor health. 
Best bet: Make sure you’re in the right job in the first place.
BY JENNIFER KELLY

THE ticking of the clock on my office wall sounds like a hammer 
pounding a nail. I sit slumped over my laptop, strained eyes star-
ing blankly at the screen. It’s 5:15 p.m. and I still do not have the 

report, due at 6:00, completed. I glance up and look rapidly around, like a 
kidnapped victim searching for potential rescuers. But the office is desert-
ed. It’s just me and the stress.

Stress and anxiety were present from my 
first day in that job and most days felt exactly 
like that one. The stress affected my mental 
health, sparked bouts of insomnia and eventu-
ally led me to resign. The experience left me 
drained and wondering: What causes stress at 
work and can it be resolved?

Stress is the leading cause of dissatisfac-
tion and turnover in the work place, according 
to Dr. Arla Day, Professor and Canada Research 
Chair, Industrial/Organizational Psychology at 
Saint Mary’s University. She cites three main 
reasons why employees experience stress at 
work: A conflict in the workplace; having too 
much to do or not enough resources to com-
plete the work required; and working for a 
disengaged and unsupportive boss. 

Day believes employers could minimize 
stress in their organization if they simply 
asked their employees what they 
needed to reduce their stress. 
“Employees are the experts 
in what makes a job work 
successfully,” she says. “Employers 
need to create new processes, 
such as making workloads more 
manageable or providing extra resources 
and staff as needed.” 

It’s not just the employee who experienc-
es the negative effects of workplace stress. 
The employer and organization can 
also suffer. “If employees are 
stressed out, their productivity is 
generally lower,” says Lizz Pellet, 
Vice-President, Felix Global 
Corp., US Group and author 
of The Cultural Fit Factor, 
Creating an Employment 
Brand that Attracts, Retains 
and Repels the Right 
Employees. Pellet says the 
stressed-out and over-
worked employee can 
become disengaged, 
bored and unsatis-

fied at work. 
This causes poor 
performance, which ultimately 
affects the bottom line. 

If an organization’s employ-
ees feel stress so acutely, why 

isn’t management doing more to 
help? Pellet believes lack of communica-

tion between management and employees 
causes a failure to respond. Like Dr. Day, Pellet 
says management has to ask their employees 

how they are thinking and feeling. She rec-
ommends issuing a cultural health audit—a 
quantitative and qualitative assessment to be 
completed every 12 to 18 months.

“A cultural health audit will determine 
what motivates, supports and excites their 
staff and determine if there are any dis-
crepancies between company policies and 
procedures that may be affecting the staff’s 
work experience in a negative way,” she says. 
The audit needs to be comprehensive. The key 
is to collect data that will show you why they 

feel one way or another—the fac-
tors that cause them to 

be engaged, disengaged, 
satisfied or unsatisfied.

The best way to 
deal with workplace stress 

is to avoid it all together. 
How? By ensuring you’re in 
the right job in the first place. 
“It’s about understanding the 
culture of an organization and 

figuring out whether or not you 
are aligned with that culture,” says 
Pellet. “For example, if you work bet-

ter in an environment of autonomy, 
working for a company where your 

compensation is tied to team goals 
does not align with your personal goals and 
will stress you out.” 

Pellet suggests playing detective when 
you job search, carefully researching the 
company before applying for a job. The best 
way to determine whether or not the com-
pany is a fit for you is to focus on 
what Pellet calls “value system/value 

Brand that Attracts, Retains 

. Pellet says the 

deal with workplace stress 
is to avoid it all together. 

How? By ensuring you’re in 

figuring out whether or not you 
are aligned with that culture,” says 
Pellet. “For example, if you work bet-

stress in their organization if they simply 

successfully,” she says. “Employers 

This causes poor 
performance, which ultimately 

isn’t management doing more to 
help? Pellet believes lack of communica-

tion between management and employees 

FLEX YOUR TIME
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The OptiMYz Healthy 
Workplace Survey
Does your company encour-
age a healthy lifestyle at 
work and at home? If so, encourage 
them to participate in the OptiMYz 
2012 Healthy Workplace Awards survey. 
For more information, contact Claire at 
crogers@optimyz.com.

R-E-S-P-E-C-T. Who is the boss 
of me?

Employers, listen up. Dr. Arla Day 
outlines the characteristics of a healthy 
workplace:

AUTONOMY: Employees who have 
options when it comes to their jobs and 
their work schedule tend to experience 
less stress and feel more positive 
about their work and their workplace 
environment.

SUPPORT: A toxic boss is one of the 
most damaging factors in a workplace 
and can have negative effects on 
employee well-being. A supportive boss 
can relieve stress and anxiety by helping 
the employee cope with work demands 
and offering solutions to help.

RESPECT: An organization with a 
workplace culture in which employees 
are valued and respected will foster fair 
treatment and trust, allowing for open 
communication, input and involvement 
in the organization and employee 
development.

managing stress WORN DOWN AT WORK

Doing your homework is the only way to see if 
you fit with a prospective employer. If you don’t, a 
disconnect between you and the organization can 
lead to stress and dissatisfaction down the road. 

alignment,” determining whether or not the 
company’s values align with your own. “This 
empowers people to recognize that they have 
a say and a choice when it comes to where 
they work.” 

Employees are in a better position than 
ever to read, research and investigate a job 
to ensure they get the best fit, she says. 
Some tips for researching an organization’s 
culture:

SCOPE OUT THE EMPLOYER: Visit the 
company career page, read the mission state-
ment and any other corporate statements. Do 
the company’s key messages resonate with 
you? Search YouTube or Google for videos and 
company testimonials.

READ: Review media statements or news 
items to understand what Pellet calls “cultural 
indicators.” What is the company saying about 
itself? Does the company use stock images on 
their website or photos of real people? 

DO SOME DIGGING: Searching for 
former employees on LinkedIn and check 
length of service. If you note a pattern of 
quick turnover, it might indicate a toxic 
work environment. Don’t just leave it there. 
Search for current employees and email 
them to ask simple questions about the 
company culture and whether or not they 
enjoy working there. 

Despite the leg work, Pellet says value 
alignment research is critical. Doing your 
homework is the only way to see if you fit 
with a prospective employer. If you don’t, a 
disconnect between you and the organization 
can lead to stress and dissatisfaction down 
the road. 

Survival tips: Combating 
stress at work
If you didn’t do a values alignment search, or 
are feeling completely stressed at work with 
no option to change jobs right now, try these 
survival tips. 

GET OUT OF THERE: Take scheduled 
breaks and remove yourself from the office. 
Go to a coffee shop and read a magazine or 
do some journaling. Go for a walk or to the 
gym. Removing yourself from the office will 
help you re-energize. 

MOVE OUTSIDE YOUR WORK PER!

SONA: During your off time, engage in an 
activity that is completely separate from your 
work. Sign up for a course, learn to sing, or 
brush up on your cooking skills. Do something 
that involves using different skills from your 
day job. 

WHEN GONE FROM WORK, BE GONE: 

Don’t give your evenings and weekends away 
to work. When you are away, you are away. 
Enjoy, rejuvenate and make the most of your 
time off. Make your time off count and resist 
the urge to collapse in front of the TV. 

COMMUNICATE: Even if you don’t have 
a supportive boss, you can still talk to some-
one. Human resources departments usually 
have advisors who can suggest solutions to 
help you minimize stress, such as changing 
your work schedule to help you achieve better 
work-life balance. 

Whether you investigate more carefully 
on the job hunt or try to lessen the impact of 
stress during the day, do whatever it takes to 
minimize stress at work. 

After all, life’s too short. Z
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Working with Michelangelo
My personal training has been a sacred journey—transforming my mind and 
emotions as much as my body.
BY ANA MANAO

I’ve had to work through excruciating 
muscle pain, soreness, and fatigue. I’ve been 
impatient to see results and at times discour-
aged and frustrated with the process, but my 
trainer has encouraged and motivated me 
every step of the way, reassuring me that my 
dedication, determination, and commitment 
will yield results. At times, my training feels 
like an exercise in patience, hope, and faith.

My training sessions at the GoodLife 
Fitness Liberty Village club in Toronto are the 
highlight of my day. They are the one standing 
appointment that is sacred and non-negotia-
ble. The gift that only I can give myself. I look 

at each session as a form of self-love. Nothing 
can come between me and my training—not 
snow storms, hail or high-water! 

Personal training is also tremendous fun. 
There is never a dull moment! I always feel 
challenged to outperform myself and to go 
to the next level. It’s also quite addictive. 
My favourite routines are definitely the 

reality check

CrossFit work-
outs.

Training has 
been a journey of 
self-discovery in many 
ways. For example, I dis-
covered that one side of my body is 
significantly stronger, while the other side is 
more flexible. Focusing and working with free 
weights has helped to correct deep structural 
imbalances, restore balance, and improve 
my overall coordination. When I first started 
training, I could barely jog for five minutes 
without hyperventilating and feeling like I 

was going to collapse. Now, I “glide” through 
an intense 30-minute run and have already 
run a marathon! 

I feel more vibrant and alive. My skin is 
radiant and glowing and I actually feel taller! 
I feel invigorated and rejuvenated after every 
workout and look 10 years younger than my 
chronological age. There is a heightened sense 

of awareness to everything that 
I do and this awareness has 

extended to other areas 
of my life. I am calmer; I 
handle stress more effec-
tively and feel more 
confident, stronger and 
empowered.

My concentration 
and mood have improved 

and, most miraculous of 
all, I have managed my sea-

sonal affective disorder (SAD) 
and depression without prescrip-

tion medications. All the endorphins 
pulsating through my body and the elevated 
serotonin levels provide me with a long-last-
ing natural high!

With every passing day, I feel stronger, 
more vibrant and more alive. Ultimately, all of 
these health benefits correspond to a sense of 
empowerment—and not just physical strength 
but inner strength too. I feel more in control 
of my life, although I know that control is an 
illusion as there are so many things that are 
beyond our control. Health and fitness are an 
integral, essential, vital part of my life and I 
can’t imagine living any other way.

What do I know for sure? The only person 
you can change is yourself. The journey of one 
thousand miles begins with a single step. My 
fitness journey has changed me in ways I 
couldn’t have imagined. Where will it take me 
tomorrow? Z

Ana Manao, PhD, is a writer/editor, social media 
maven and yoga teacher based in Toronto, ON. 

CHISELLING and sculpting—I am a work of art 
in progress and my trainer is my Michelangelo. 
Working with Drew Tyler has been a 

profoundly transformative, empowering, and life-
altering experience that has elevated me to a whole 
new level of fitness, health and well-being. 

Training has been a journey of self-discovery in many 
ways. For example, I discovered that one side of my body is 
significantly stronger, while the other side is more flexible.
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EVERYONE needs a retreat from time to 
time to recover, rejuvenate, and recali-
brate their lives. Particularly if you’re a 

really busy person who often feels there are not 
enough hours in the day, the three R’s as I call 
them, are pretty essential. I’ve discovered one of 
the best places on earth to reap those benefits, 
is Gwinganna Lifestyle Retreat on the spectacu-
lar Gold Coast of Queensland, Australia. I just 

recently returned from my 6th trip there. I try 
to get there once a year.

Why would I travel all the way to 
Australia when I already travel 200,000 km a 
year on business? Quite simply, because there 
is no place like Gwinganna that I’ve ever expe-
rienced! I revel both in the physical beauty of 
the Gold Coast and the complete dedication 
that their staff has to my total well-being—
physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual. 
Gwinganna will plan your retreat according to 
your own wishes, and believe me, they leave 
no stone unturned! You’ll need to stay at least 
for a few days (I spent six) to experience the 
full benefits—nothing short of a miraculous 
renewal of energy and zest for life. 

What’s a typical day look like? Mine was 
divided into three parts. I would begin at 6 
a.m.—I’m an earlier riser anyway, so it was no 
big deal for me to get up. It was really great to 
see the sun rise while doing a class in Tai Chi 
on a hillside where you can see 20 miles to the 
ocean—a gentle way to wake up my body and 
get me into the flow of my own energy. 

Gwinganna divides all activities into three 

levels of intensity: soft, medium and hard. You 
can stick with the level of your choice or “gradu-
ate” to the next level if you wish. I have arthritis 
and because of that, I selected quite a few of 
the options around aquatic exercise. I also made 
use of Gwinganna’s wonderful guided hikes on 
their miles of trails. But it wasn’t just a hike, it 
was a learning experience because someone goes 
with you and explains all about the local plants, 
animals, and birds that you’ll see. 

After breakfast, there are physical activi-
ties, such as fitness classes and various forms of 
yoga. My absolute favourite was a routine that 
involves drumming on balls. I had such fun with 
this that just the laughter alone that comes 
with this activity has a very healing effect. 

Heaven on Aussie Earth
This retreat has made the three ‘R’s—recover, rejuvenate, 
recalibrate—into a high art.

inspiration WITH DAVID PATCHELL-EVANS 

Gwinganna has more types of spa treat-
ments than anywhere else I know! Each day, I 
arranged for two or three treatments, and by 
“treatments” I don’t just mean massages. The 
team here is incredible and the experiences 
can be out of the ordinary. There are all kinds 
of programs that help you take a look at areas 
of your life you need to grow.

What is really cool is that after lunch 
(featuring foods grown in Gwinganna’s own 
orchards and fields), is “dream time”. Dream 
time is derived from a key part of Australia’s 
aboriginal culture. Basically it’s the idea that 
we dream ourselves into being—in other 
words, we allow ourselves to consider some 
things we’ve always wanted to do, or we look 
at the direction of our lives and assess where 
we’ve been and where we want to go. One 
of Gwinganna’s therapists put it this way, 
“I’m here to help you explore who you are, 
what you are, and most importantly why you 
are—the purpose of your life, what gives you 
energy, what inspires you.” 

Now you might be thinking, “Do I really 
want to go all the way to Australia for a 
retreat?” There are two very good reasons why 
the answer to that question should be yes. The 
prices are comparable and the range of mem-
orable experiences at Gwinganna is second to 
none! Sometimes it’s the sense of distance 
itself that really helps the “recover, rejuvenate, 
recalibrate” process kick in and remain with 
you for a very long time! Z

David Patchell-Evans is CEO, GoodLife Fitness, 
and bestselling author of The Real Sexy, Smart 
and Strong. davidpatchellevans.com.
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Tommy
    Europe



Athlete, fitness expert, born communica-
tor, Tommy Europe is fit and full of energy. 
He loves to move. Follow Tommy’s rules 
and you will be lean and healthy—with 
energy to spare. Here’s the key: Make a 
plan. Follow it. No excuses.
BY DAVID HOLT | PHOTOGRAPHY BY KELLY CLARK

WHEN Tommy Europe talks about fitness, people listen. In 
this case, he is on stage at the OptiMYz Live Health Expo 
in Halifax, NS. But it’s not just his words. Former CFL 

player, fitness expert, star of TV shows The Last 10-Pound Bootcamp 
and Bulging Brides, Tommy is a big, strong guy with a command-
ing voice. But it’s not just his looks and his voice. He has that 
tremendous vitality that comes from good genetics coupled with a 
disciplined healthy lifestyle and the joy that radiates from someone 
who is doing exactly what he loves to do.

He shares some scary numbers with the audience: 59% of 
Canadian adults and 26% of children are overweight or obese; past 
age 65, people who haven’t exercised regularly may see a decrease in 
muscle strength of 85%.

Tommy offers a choice: A commitment to fitness and health 
that takes you far away from those gloomy statistics. He talks about 
the four pillars of fitness: cardio, resistance training, rest (including 
a good sleep) and nutrition. The yin and yang of health—you need 
action, but also the right fuel and time to rest and recover.

“Start with an attitude adjustment,” he says. “You don’t try, you 
do. If you want it bad enough, you’ll do what it takes. Find a way or 
make a way—don’t just show up at the gym and hang out. That’s a 
waste of time.”

He says he spoke to an older lady at supper who told him how 
thin she used to be: “Then she started making excuses to explain 
how she had gained weight, that it was genetic, or a matter of thy-
roid function. I don’t believe in excuses. The key to long-term health 
is to build lean muscle mass, which anyone can do.”

You need an action plan, he said. Write down your goals for the 
year and for the quarter, right down to weight and inches. Plan the 
how, when, and where of your routine. Check your baseline with a 
physical and a fitness assessment. Build your team—the people who 
will encourage and support you.

Tommy doesn’t like diets. “They mess up your metabolism,” he 
says. Besides exercise, you need to boost your 
metabolism by always eating breakfast, then 
eating every two to three hours throughout 
the day, and consuming protein with every 
meal (including breakfast). Eat smaller por-
tions of healthy food; eliminate all processed 
and junk food. 

In the gym, try isolateral exercises, sus-
pension training, balance board work, and full 
body workouts. Switch up the tempo.

“Say I can, I will. Keep moving.” A simple 
formula: Seven words to live by. Z

Action 
  hero
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Keep moving
Tommy Europe’s Shred Bootcamp is a slice of the man’s life. Fast-moving, tough, goal-driven and 
inspiring—with a few laughs thrown in. This workout is inspired by Tommy’s signature style.
BY NATALIE URQUHART | PHOTOGRAPHY BY KELLY CLARK

Forward lunge
12-24 REPETITIONS | 1-3 SETS 

1. Stand tall with feet hip-width apart.

2. Step forward with your left foot, bending your left knee no more 
than 90 degrees, aligning your left knee and ankle. Lower your 
right knee towards the floor. Keep your spine tall and your eye gaze 
directly ahead. Push back with your left foot and return to starting 
position. Repeat on the right side.
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FOR the past two years, I worked with Tommy Europe in his 
Shred Bootcamp at the OptiMYz Live Health Expo. Watching 
Tommy connect with his bootcamp participants reminded me 

why I went into the field of fitness.
I will never forget the day I decided to become a fitness profes-

sional. I was a participant in an aerobic step class. As I flew over the 
step I realized how great I felt. We were all smiling, laughing, and 
moving our bodies. Tommy says, “Don’t talk about it, be about it.” 
This is what Tommy does. At the bootcamp everyone was smiling, 
laughing, and moving!

Over the course of the hour-long bootcamp, Tommy moved those 
people both in body and spirit. For me, this connection is essential to 
really enjoying exercise. When we are fully engaged, sharing in the 
moment, exercise is a welcome component to our wellbeing.

The following exercises make up a bootcamp you can do alone or 
with with friends. To increase intensity, increase number of sets and 
minimize rest times between exercises. 

Single leg blaster
6–12 REPS THEN SWITCH TO OTHER LEG | 1-3 SETS

1. Stand tall with right knee raised to 90 degrees. 

2. With a slow and controlled movement, begin 
to send the right leg straight behind you while 
simultaneously lowering your torso perpendicular 
to the floor, creating a straight line with your body. 
Return to starting position. 

A special thanks to our volunteer 
participants who attended OptiMYz 
Live in Halifax in January:

NATALIE URQUHART, per-
sonal training, nutrition and life 
coach; NATALIE WAPLES, fitness 
competitor; JEN MELANSON, fed-
eral employee and fitness trainer; 
GLENNA KELLN, personal trainer, 
Goodlife Fitness Lower Sackville, 
NS; and DR. RICHARD THOMPSON, 
chiropractor and ART practitioner.

Next up: Toronto
Watch for the OptiMYz Live 
Health Expo in Toronto, May 4-5. 
Visit optimyzlive.com for details.

1

2

YOU ARE A SURVIVOR
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workout KEEP MOVING

Basic squat
12–15 REPS | 1-3 SETS

1. Start with feet shoulder width apart. 

2. Draw your belly in toward your spine and sit your hips back as though 
you were slowly lowering into a chair. Focus your weight into your heels. 
Keep your chest lifted, and your eye gaze forward. Return to starting posi-
tion. 

Hip bridge with leg extension
12 REPS | 1-3 SETS 

1. Lie on your back with knees bent. Keep your feet shoulder-width 
apart and positioned directly under the knees. 

2. Press your hips up, creating a straight line from your shoulders to 
knees. Engage your core. 

3. Contract the glutes and extend your right leg up. Be sure to keep 
both hips square to the mat. With control, lower the right leg and 
repeat on the left. 

Tricep pushup
12-15 REPS | 1-3 SETS

1. Start with hands directly beneath your shoulders and feet 
shoulder width apart.

2. Draw your belly in towards your spine and maintain a straight 
line with your body. Lower down, creating a 90-degree bend at 
your elbow joint. Keep your elbows close to your body. Press up 
to starting position. 

1

2

1

2
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NEVER GIVE UP

gym bag

Your Shape Fitness Evolved 2012 is 
a fun and social experience that delivers serious 
results. Opt to run through NYC, try yoga or 
other sweat-inducing activities.

The Compounder™ Shell The 
epitome of dry comfort and performance, 
the Compounder™ Shell features Omni-
Dry® ultrabreathable waterproof protection, 
with seam-sealed construction that 
keeps water out, plus the Omni-Wick™ 
EVAP advanced wicking, waterproof 
zippers, drop tail design and pockets with 
Invizzip™. This style is also available for 
women. columbia.com

Girls4Sport offers great looking UV 
protective swim and active wear in mix-n-match 
tops and bottoms with styles to suit everyone. 
Micro suede, long-sleeved rash guard is perfect 
for cool temperatures, featuring a built-in 
shelf bra and flattering fit that comes with all 
Girls4Sport pieces. girls4sport.net Use coupon 
code G4SCanada to get an extra 10% off!

A proudly Canadian company, Smoochy 
Poochy’s optional hands-free leash 
targets you and your dog’s lifestyle activities! 
Smoochy’s reflective running leash is 
designed for all levels of runners. 
smoochypoochy.com

Vaseline Total Moisture™ 
Dry Skin is a clean feeling lotion 
that leaves your skin feeling healthy, 
soft and smooth. It contains pure 
oat extract and Stratys-3™ Multi-
layer moisture. The lotion infuses 
moisture at the top, core and deep 
down layers of skin* and absorbs 
quickly, without greasiness.

Solar Polar™ Short Sleeve Crew 
This T-shirt is perfect for any daylong 
excursion under the blazing sun. Featuring 
Omni-Freeze™ ICE advanced cooling 
and Omni-Wick™ technology, the vented 
design, reflective details and antimicrobial 
treatment of this T round out its high-
performance qualities. columbia.com

that leaves your skin feeling healthy, 
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Download the newest workout routines and program videos 
using AIREX® products
Our training programs are available for download as videos and/or 

PDF manuals. Some selections are also available on DVD.
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Testosterone 
Excessive testosterone, in 
women or men, may result 
in acne on the face, chest or 
back. With age, women tend 
to experience an increase in 

androgen (a male sex hormone) levels and a 
decline in estrogen. Men tend to experience 
the opposite—an increase in estrogen and 
a decline in testosterone, which causes the 
skin to dry out. If a testosterone deficiency is 
suspected, herbs such as tribulus terresteris, 
stress management and weight-bearing exer-
cises may help to restore optimal levels for 
both men and women. You can also ask your 
health practitioner about bioidentical testos-
terone cream. 

Countdown to a long life
Maintaining the proper balance of these eight hormones will 
help you fight aging and feel younger longer.
BY NATASHA TURNER, ND

D o you have lifeless hair, dull skin, and weak nails? These 
are all signs of aging. If you want to turn back the clock, I 
suggest starting your anti-aging regimen with an inside look 

at your hormones. They affect everything from immune response and 
inflammation to cellular growth and tissue repair. Let’s address each of 
the top eight hormones that impact our appearance and discuss methods 
you can use to achieve the healthy balance necessary for radiant, youthful-
looking skin. The countdown begins:

DHEA
Dry skin is a problem that 
increases with age. DHEA 
turns on oil production 
and helps combat this 
problem and improve 
hydration. DHEA is a hormone that is 
a precursor to other hormones, such 
as estrogen and testosterone. DHEA 
levels tend to decline with stress as 
well as with age. DHEA also increases 
the production of collagen, making 
skin appear smoother and younger 
looking. Our skin’s immunity also 
appears to improve with DHEA, which 
may help healing. DHEA supplements 
are not without risks and, like all other 
hormones, should not be taken unless 
a clear deficiency has been established 
through proper assessment. Relora has 
been found useful to increase DHEA 
levels and to lower levels of cortisol. 
Good sleep habits and strength training 
may also help to establish healthy 
DHEA levels.

longevity 
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levels tend to decline with stress as 
well as with age. DHEA also increases 
the production of collagen, making 
skin appear smoother and younger 
looking. Our skin’s immunity also 
appears to improve with DHEA, which 
may help healing. DHEA supplements 
are not without risks and, like all other 
hormones, should not be taken unless 
a clear deficiency has been established 
through proper assessment. Relora has 
been found useful to increase DHEA 
levels and to lower levels of cortisol. 
Good sleep habits and strength training 
may also help to establish healthy 

For women who suspect 
too much testosterone, 
consider a supplement 
of saw palmetto.

BLAST YOUR ARMS
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Melatonin 
A proper beauty rest is 
achieved by sleeping 
in a pitch-black room. 
Melatonin and serotonin, 
our happy hormone, are produced in our skin from 

the amino acid tryptophan. If we do not get enough protein in our 
diets, melatonin levels may also decline. Melatonin is involved in hair 
growth and protection against melanoma. As an antioxidant hormone, 
melatonin guards us from UV radiation and appears to play a role in 
repairing burned or damaged skin. Whether it’s applied topically or taken 
internally, melatonin may shield us from environmental and internal 
stressors. If you choose to supplement with melatonin, 1 to 3 mg taken 
sublingually at eight to nine p.m. is optimal.

Progesterone
Progesterone levels often begin to decline in women 
in their mid to late 30’s, which leaves our skin look-
ing dull and lacking lustre. Ever wonder why pregnant 
women seem to have that special glow? The secret is the high level 
of progesterone. This revitalizing hormone is beneficial for skin elas-
ticity and circulation. Progesterone levels decline with menopause, 
as well as with stress. Low progesterone levels are also associated 
with conditions like PMS, fibrocystic breast disease, infertility, 
increased risk and incidence of miscarriage as well as polycystic 
ovarian syndrome. Men with prostate conditions also tend to have 
low levels. Progesterone levels may be supported with the use of 
evening primrose oil, herbs such as vitex (chasteberry) or natural 
progesterone creams. Stress management and sleeping well is also 
crucial to maintaining healthy progesterone levels.

Growth hormone
If your skin is sagging—in your cheeks, chin or above 
the knees—declining growth hormone is probably the 
culprit. Since growth hormone tends to drop off as 
we get older, supplements are promoted as a way to 

“reverse” the effects of aging. Growth hormone is essential for skin-
cell repair and the prevention of sagging. The production of growth 
hormone is closely linked to our exercise, sleep and nutritional habits. 
If we fail to exercise, sleep well or do not consume enough protein, we 
are literally accelerating the aging process because of a decrease in this 
repair hormone.
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longevity COUNTDOWN TO A LONG LIFE
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STRETCH YOUR HIP FLEXORS

Dr. Turner is the bestselling author of The Hormone Diet series and 
Founder of Clear Medicine Wellness Boutique. Her latest book, The Carb 
Sensitivity Program is in stores now. Visit carbsensitivity.com

Estrogen
Estrogen is produced by the 
ovaries before menopause 
and by the adrenal glands 
after menopause. Your adre-
nal glands will produce less 

estrogen if they are fatigued, which is com-
mon with a stressful lifestyle, sleep disruption, 
irregular eating habits or illness. Estrogen 
levels begin to decline in most women in 
their mid to late 40’s although some women, 
particularly those who are very thin, may 
experience a drop much sooner. Declining 
estrogen production that naturally occurs with 
age makes our skin thinner and less elastic, 
which leads to more wrinkling and sagging. 
As estrogen dips, less collagen and elastin are 
produced. Estrogen also helps skin stay moist 
by boosting hyaluronic acid. A 1997 study 
of 3,875 postmenopausal women concluded 
that estrogen supplementation helped aging 
women have younger looking skin and also 
helped maintained the skin’s collagen, thick-
ness, elasticity and ability to retain moisture.

Simple dietary changes can also help 
support healthy estrogen levels through the 
intake of phytoestrogens, such as flaxseed 
and fermented soy products. Have one serv-
ing of organic, non-GMO soy along with 
two tablespoons of ground flaxseeds in your 
smoothies or salads, daily. Increase your 
intake of vegetables such as broccoli and 
Brussels sprouts; they contain indols, com-
pounds that are essential to healthy estrogen 
balance. Herbal products such as licorice, 
angelica, red clover or black cohosh are also 
used to support healthy estrogen levels. 
Natural hormone replacement in the form 
of creams containing two types of estrogen 
(estriol and estradiol) may also be beneficial, 
but these need to be obtained by prescription 
through your MD or ND practitioner.

Simple dietary changes 
can also help support healthy 

estrogen levels through the 
intake of phytoestrogens, 

such as flaxseed and fermented 
soy products.

Cortisol
Stress is not only bad for your health, it also has documented aging effects 
on our skin cells. Studies conducted on laboratory rats revealed that cortisol-
induced collagen loss in the skin is 10 times greater than in any other tissue. 
Anything that beats stress beats aging too. Relora is one of my favourite 
supplements for reducing excess cortisol levels and increasing youthful DHEA levels. For best 
results, take two pills at night and one in the morning.

Insulin
Insulin is the number one cause of unhealthy aging. It is the premise of my 
new book, The Carb Sensitivity Program. High levels of insulin can accelerate 
wrinkling of the skin. Excess insulin occurs with an overindulgence of foods 
high in sugar. Pastries, muffins, white pasta, white rice and juice cause spikes 
in blood sugar and insulin. Avoiding these foods while also consuming a 
balanced diet of protein, low glycemic carbohydrates and healthy fats every 

three to four hours will help keep your insulin levels balanced. Supplements such as 
chromium or conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) may help improve your insulin sensitivity, which 
results in less insulin release and overall lower insulin levels. Sleep 
deprivation is also associated with high insulin levels, so a good “beauty 
sleep” is essential. Z
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WORLD CLASS SPEAKERS AND DEMONSTRATIONS ~ OVER 1O0 EXHIBITORS FRIDAY: 10AM-7PM  SATURDAY: 9AM-5PM ~ RACE DAY: SUNDAY MAY 6
GET INSPIRED AT TORONTO’S PREMIER HEALTH EXPO!

DIRECT ENERGY CENTRE, TORONTO, ONTARIOWWW.OPTIMYZLIVE.COM ~ WWW.TORONTOMARATHON.COM



SPONSORED BY

WORLD CLASS SPEAKERS AND DEMONSTRATIONS ~ OVER 1O0 EXHIBITORS FRIDAY: 10AM-7PM  SATURDAY: 9AM-5PM ~ RACE DAY: SUNDAY MAY 6
FREE ADMISSION ~ OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!

DIRECT ENERGY CENTRE, TORONTO, ONTARIOWWW.OPTIMYZLIVE.COM ~ WWW.TORONTOMARATHON.COM

TOMMY EUROPE
Tommy is the host and !tness coach of the TV show The Last 10 Pounds Bootcamp, where recruits strive 

to transform themselves physically and mentally in just four weeks. Tommy is also the host and !tness 

coach of the TV show Bulging Brides, helping brides slim down for the big day in only six weeks. This 

spring, Tommy will release his new book From Flab to Fitness in 31 Days.

FEATURING…

LISA PETTY
Nutrition and health educator for radio, television 
and print. As host of her own radio show, Lisa Live, 
she inspires, educates and motivates others by 
providing practical steps for creating optimal health. 
Lisa will help you !nd your inner energy.

KATHERINE SWITZER
Author, public speaker and 
inductee into the National 
Women’s Hall of Fame for 
creating positive global 
social change through the 
empowerment of women 
by the simple act of 
running—don't miss the 
chance to hear from this 
revolutionary running icon!   

AMANDA RUSSELL
YouTube Next Trainer winner, Olympic trained 
athlete, !tness personality and creator of the 
Amanda Russell program—whether you're an 
elite athlete or new to the !tness world, Amanda 
will give you the tools to transform your body!   

BILL RODGERS
Former world record holder, 
owner of Bill Rodgers 
Running Centre and winner 
of 22 marathons during his 
career—Bill will prepare you 
for your best race ever.

BRAD KING
Brad King Nutritional 
expert, author of eight 
health books and creator of 
the Abundant Health 
System and Losing Fat 4 Life 
System—Brad is one of the 
most in"uential health 
mentors of our time. 

/OptiMYzMagazine

/OptiMYzLiveExpo

/optimyztv



SPRING
IS IN 

 THE AIR.

May 18-20, 2012 · BlueNoseMarathon.com 

The saps are running.
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Sample the runner’s bu! et

FROM spring through fall, Canadian runners and walkers 
can compete in weekend races across the country. While 

a marathon is usually the centrepiece, a variety of other races 
round out the adventure: a 5K, 10K and half marathon are 
standard but other distances crop up too. Kids’ races make it 
a family affair and may get the kids hooked on running as a 
lifelong passion. 

There is usually a pre-race breakfast or pasta dinner and a 
bunch of volunteers who make it all possible.

The spirit is the same, whether it’s the Trapline Marathon 
in Labrador or the huge Goodlife Fitness Marathon in Toronto. 
Shameless plug: The OptiMYz Live Health Expo debuts in Toronto, 
with lots of education and entertainment for the health and fit-
ness crowd, not just runners.

One more thing: We also highlight a few international races. 
Sometimes experienced racers just wanna hit the road.

A CANADIAN CLASSIC GoodLife 
Fitness Victoria Marathon.



Ravenna 3
Strike the perfect balance with the new Brooks��Ravenna 3. For runners that need a touch 
of stability and adaptable cushioning. Glide above the path and float through the run.
Brooks��is available at Running Room and specialty running stores across Canada.



Pure Connect
New Brooks��Pure Project collection for a “feel” experiece. With five technologies to 
promote a closer to the ground connection, natural stride and lighter weight.
Brooks��is available at Running Room and specialty running stores across Canada.

Scan to access exclusive Brooks video on Facebook



Race weekends for elite athletes, recreational runners and kids of all ages

CANADA
BMO Vancouver Marathon 
VANCOUVER, BC
May 6 
» bmovanmarathon.ca
» info@vanmarathon.ca
One of Canada’s oldest and largest races. 
Features two new point-to-point courses 
showcasing the city. Health, Sports & Lifestyle 
Expo, May 3-6 in the Vancouver Convention 
Centre East.

33rd Annual GoodLife 
Fitness Victoria Marathon
VICTORIA, BC
October 7
» runvictoriamarathon.com
» info@runvictoriamarathon.com

Marathon, Half Marathon, 8K Road Race and 
the Kids Run & Marathon. Takes in historic 
suburbs and ocean views. Three-day race 
expo and Speaker Series with international 
celebrities. A Boston qualifier, held on 
Thanksgiving weekend.

48th Annual 
Scotiabank 
Calgary Marathon
CALGARY, AB
May 27
» calgarymarathon.com
Includes the Marathon, Centaur 
Subaru Half Marathon, Jugo 
Juice 10K, AstraZeneca 5K Walk 
and Run or Scotiabank Kids 
Marathon. A new route will start 
and finish in Stampede Park, 
with a free pancake breakfast 
celebration for participants. 

2012 Canadian 
Derby Edmonton 
Marathon 
EDMONTON, AB
August 18, 19 
» canadianderbymarathon.ca
With run and walk distances 
of Marathon, Half-Marathon, 
10K, 5K, and Kids ABC Run. Flat, 
fast, shaded and scenic routes, 
with music at selected locations. 
Free parking and a free home-
cooked hot brunch. Access to the 
Canadian Derby horse race.

Manitoba Marathon
WINNIPEG, MAN
June 17
» manitobamarathon.mb.ca
» running@manitobamarathon.

mb.ca
A flat, fast and shaded course, and 
official Boston qualifier. Six events 
on Race Day for everyone in the 
family, from 2.6 miles to 26.2 miles. 
Includes a relay and race for five 
and under. With Expo June 15, 16; 
free breakfast on June 16.



Run Ottawa Marathon
OTTAWA, ON
May 26, 27
» runottawa.ca
A fast, scenic route with few elevation changes 
through neighborhoods and popular landmarks. 
No qualifying time required. Excellent course for 
first timers—conducive to setting a PR. Includes 2K, 
5K, 10K, Marathon, Half Marathon, Kids Marathon, 
Wheelchair Marathon. Expo May 24, 25.

Niagara Falls International 
Marathon 
NIAGARA FALLS, ON
October 21
» racedirector@niagarafallsmarathon.com
Begins in Buffalo and crosses the Peace Bridge to 
USA. Marathon, Marathon-Relay, Half-Marathon 
(run, walk & wheelchair), 10K and 5K, ending at the 
brink of the Horseshoe Falls. Encourages students to 
run before and during race day. Expo. Free Breakfast 
Run. Pasta party on October 20.

SSQ Quebec City Marathon
QUEBEC CITY, QU
August 24-26
» couriraquebec.com
On Aug. 25 join in on the free Running Room 
Friendship Run. Running Room founder and author 
John Stanton will provide advice and motivation. 
Course is point to point: 42.2K starts on the south 
shore in Lévis and finishes in Old Quebec City on 
the north shore. With Half-Marathon and 10K 
Race. Pre-race includes Expo and pasta dinner.

Bens Smart Marathon 
by the Sea
SAINT JOHN, NB
August 12
» marathonbythesea.com
In its 18th year, includes Marathon, Half Marathon, 
Half Marathon Nordic Walk and 5 miles.

BMO Nesbitt Burns Prince 
Edward Island Marathon 
CHARLOTTETOWN, PEI
October 12-14
» princeedwardislandmarathon.com
» info@princeedwardislandmarathon.com
Includes Marathon, Half Marathon Run & Walk, 
10K Run & Walk, 5K Run & Walk, Corporate/
Team Relay and the Kids Spud Run. Weekend also 
includes expo, pasta dinner, speakers and awards 
ceremony. Early Bird registration rates available.

Labrador Trapline Marathon
HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE BAY, NF
October 7
» traplinemarathon.ca
» info@traplinemarathon.ca
A Thanksgiving run with scenic views in one of 
Canada’s final frontiers. Many personal bests—
important for Boston. Pasta dinner and social. With 
full marathon, half marathon and a 10k. Festivities 
start with a community gathering at the finish line 
and end with a banquet that night.

GoodLife Fitness Toronto Marathon
TORONTO, ON
May 6
» torontomarathon.com 
» 416-920-3466
With 5K walk and run, half marathon walk and run, marathon and relay. See the entire City of Toronto and With 5K walk and run, half marathon walk and run, marathon and relay. See the entire City of Toronto and 
support cancer research at Princess Margaret Hospital. OptiMYz Live Health Expo on May 4, 5 at the Direct 
Energy Centre, Exhibition Place, with over 100 exhibitors; presenters include celebrity trainer Tommy Europe 
and MMA legend Royce Gracie. Admission is free and open to the public during registration/kit pick-up at 
the Direct Energy Centre. All participants must attend the expo to pick-up their Race Kits. Expo hours: Friday 
10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.; Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Scotiabank Blue Nose 
Marathon
HALIFAX, NS
May 18 - 21 
» bluenosemarathon.com
» staff@bluenosemarathon.com
Falling on Victoria Day weekend, 12,000 runners 
and walkers take to the streets of Halifax and 
Dartmouth in a celebration of healthy living. 
Events for any fitness level, walkers and runners 
alike: 4.2K Youth Run; 5K; 10K; Half Marathon 
(21.1K) and Full Marathon (42.2K).

Valley Harvest Marathon
WOLFVILLE, NS 
October 6, 7
» valleyharvestmarathon.com
» vallleyharvestmarathon@gmail.com
Thanksgiving weekend, with a children’s run 
on the 6th during race kit pickup and a 5K, 
10K, half and full marathon distance races 
on the 7th. A commemorative year, so plan 
to spend the long weekend in the Annapolis 
Valley.

Hu!  n Pu!  n Marathon, 
Half Marathon and Ekiden 
Marathon Team Relay 
ST. JOHN’S, NF
September 23 
» huffinpuffinmarathon.com
With full and half marathons, and now 3rd year 
for the popular Ekiden Relay with teams of 4 
runners each completing in sequence 10k or so 
of the full marathon course. Registration opens 
in March.
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USA
116th Boston Marathon
BOSTON, MA
April 16
» baa.org
The world’s oldest annual marathon ranks as 
one of the most prestigious road racing events. 
Qualifiers must meet designated time standard. 
The Boston Athletic Association manages this 
American classic sponsored by John Hancock 
Financial Services.

The ING New York City 
Marathon
MANHATTAN, NYC, NY
November 4
Premier event of New York Road Runners draws 
more than 100,000 applicants annually. Attracts 
world-class professional athletes for the $600,000 
in prize money and chance to excel before 315 
million TV viewers worldwide. Crossing the finish 
line in Central Park is the thrill of a lifetime. Expo 
at Jacob Javits Convention Center Nov. 1-3.

Rite Aid Cleveland Marathon
CLEVELAND, OH
May 19, 20
» clevelandmarathon.com
In the Rock & Roll capital of America, one of 
the flattest and fastest courses in the country, 
offering full marathon, half marathon, 10K, 5K 
and Kids Run events.

Walt Disney World Marathon 
Weekend 2013
ORLANDO, FLA
January 10-13, 2013
» disneyworldmarathon.com
A weekend of races that are magical and 
memorable, from Disney’s Health & Fitness Expo 
to running through all four Theme Parks in the 
Marathon. Complete with medals of Mickey 
Mouse and his friends. 

 

The Solar Eclipse Marathon
PORT DOUGLAS, AUSTRALIA
November 14
» solar-eclipse-marathon.com
» marathon@albatros-travel.com
On Four Mile Beach in Port Douglas, with an 
intergalactic start gun. At 6:38 am a total 
solar eclipse will pass through Far North 
Queensland. The sun’s re-emergence from 
behind the moon’s shadow will get runners 
off to a flying start.

Package includes six nights at hotel or 
resort, pasta dinner, celebration dinner, and 
excursion to the Great Barrier Reef. Full and 
half marathon.

INTERNATIONAL
2013 Bermuda Marathon 
Weekend
HAMILTON, BERMUDA
January 18-20
» bermudaraceweekend.com
Bermuda is the perfect wintertime destination 
for the active traveler. One of the most beautiful 
places on earth. A short flight from East Coast 
cities and Toronto, Bermuda only feels like it is 
a million miles away. With 10K, 10K Walk, Half 
Marathon, Marathon and Triangle Challenge



Passion. Brought to you by Team 
In Training. The people who walk, 
run, swim and cycle to save lives. 
Expert coaches will get you 
ready for your 10k, half or full 
marathon and triathlon while you 
raise funds for cancer research.

Sign up. Get involved. 

Team In Training. 

Passion that makes a di!erence.

Photo by Nigel Parry/CPi

Rachel Pfisterer  | TNT Participant



goodlifefitness.com/testimonials

Please work out regularly 
and bring your friends.

My Challenges:
t I weighed over 320 lbs and  

 was told I wouldn’t see my  

 40th birthday

t I had been overweight since  

 the age of 8

My Accomplishments:
t I lost 135 pounds and have 

  reached my goal weight

t I have gone from a size 30 to a 10

t I became a BODYJAM instructor

LOSING  
120 POUNDS
I’m smaller than I was at the age of 12

Julie   | Member turned BODYJAM instructor

My good life is...

My Challenges:
t I weighed over 320 lbs and 

was told I wouldn’t see my 

40th birthday

t I had been overweight since 

the age of 8

LOSING 
120 POUNDS
I’m smaller than I was at the age of 12

Julie

My good life is...

Before

TRY US FOR  
1 DAY FREE

* Limit 1 day pass per person. Non 
members and first time club visitors 
only. You must be 18 years or older 
to redeem.  See club for details.

Call today to arrange for your first visit!
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The runner’s triad
Prepare, run, recover. There are no shortcuts to long-term 
performance in this demanding sport.
BY CLAIRE ROGERS

Running coach Cliff Matthews recommends 
a combination of light dynamic drills, stretch-
ing, proper hydration and active recovery.

Proper hydration is key before a run. 
Light yellow urine is an indicator of sufficient 
hydration. If in doubt, drink 400 ml of liquids 
two to three hours before a run.

Warm up preparation should include 
muscular activity specific to the event, 
Matthews says. This could be a slow, gentle 
walk followed by a light, low-intensity run 
lasting eight to 15 minutes. Include some 
specific pace-running in stride form.

He recommends the following light drills 
to prevent injury: 

1. a high-knee-action march accompa-
nied by a toeing-up at the ankle with 
arm action, as in running; 

2. a high-knee-action march, followed 
by a pawing down and back of the 
foreleg; 

3. butt kick or heeling drills—a modified 
running action with minimal forward 
progression, and lifting the heels high 
under the buttocks; and finally 

4. leg swings to follow in sequence, bent 
leg, straight leg and across the body. 

Dynamic stretches include light walking 
lunges; a hamstring stretch starting from a 
push up position and walking towards the 
hands; and finally, starting from an upright 
walking position, walk forward, raising a 
straight leg to the opposite hand with hands 
at shoulder height.

Mental preparation may be the most 
important component. Racing and training 
must be approached in a confident and 
relaxed manner. Discuss plans and strategy 
with a coach or advisor, going through a pre-
run series of mental rehearsal routines. Always 
think positively.

Post-run emphasis should be on recovery 
and then analysis. Recovery will be different 
depending on environmental conditions, the 
length of the race or training session and the 
physical toll on the body. 

Matthews recommends a light cool down 
run, followed by a short walk and static 
stretching of the hips, hamstring, quads, calves 
and Achilles tendon. After an intense workout, 
ice baths can help the body to recover. 

Rehydration is always key. Fluid 
replacement after a run should approximate 
1 litre per kilogram of fluid loss. As most 

individuals lose fluids at varying rates, monitor 
your own rates by checking your weight 
before and after your runs to get a sense of 
your requirements. 

Increasingly, runners and other athletes 
are drinking chocolate milk within 30 minutes 
of intense workouts. It is low in fat and helps 
to replace fluid and electrolytes such as 
sodium and potassium. It also adds carbs and 
protein to refuel and repair muscles; a 500 ml 
serving of chocolate milk contains an average 
of 16 grams of protein. 

Follow these guidelines consistently and 
your runs will improve. Practice proper rest 
and recovery, and you will be itching to go 
back for more. Z

training & recovery

Proper hydration is key before a run. Light yellow 
urine is an indicator of sufficient hydration.

THE key to a great race or even a training run is often what you do 
before you hit the road or track. To maximize performance and 
prevent injury, it’s important to carefully prepare your body for the 

event—and to allow it to recover afterwards.
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See how 
they run
3D gait analysis allows therapists 
to develop detailed treatment 
programs for injured runners. The 
next step: Using gait analysis to 
prevent injury in the first place.
BY REED FERBER

For an injured runner, some form of gait 
analysis can lead to an understanding of 
how their running mechanics are related to 
the injury. Across North America, there are 
only four or five universities that offer some 
type of three-dimensional (3D) scientific gait 
analysis for runners. However, with the assis-
tance and support of the Alberta Heritage 
Foundation for Medical Research and Alberta 
Ingenuity, the ability to get a 3D gait analysis 
is becoming easier.

For the past five years, researchers at the 
Running Injury Clinic at the University of Calgary 
have been developing the 3D Gait Analysis 
System. Since 2010, the system has been intro-
duced into private physiotherapy clinics across 
Canada to give runners a scientific biomechani-
cal gait assessment. A runner’s biomechanics are 
compared to the average of thousands of run-
ners with the same injury and healthy runners 
who are injury-free. Based on this comparison, 

the runner receives an Injury Index score based 
on how they rank. From the 3D data, a compre-
hensive report helps the physiotherapist to zero 
in on the potential causes of injury.

From this report, a tailored rehabilitation 
program is developed to address the impair-
ments identified in the injured runner. Based 
on the biomechanical conclusions drawn from 
the 3D gait analysis, the runner is given a 
program that addresses the issues surrounding 
his or her running injury. Research institu-
tions such as the Federal University of Brazil, 
AUT University in New Zealand, and Oxford 
University in England are assisting in the 
development of the program.

This emerging research is providing the 
ability to predict who might be at risk for 
injury. The ability to predict injury may seem 
a bit far-fetched, but the development of 
the world’s largest running injury database 
is central to this initiative. Data collected on 

injured and non-injured runners are sent to 
the research database at the University of 
Calgary. The data are sorted by injury type, 
and the researchers can investigate what char-
acteristics are most common to a particular 
type of injury, and ultimately the causes of 
those injuries.

Research studies are continuing to inves-
tigate the biomechanical factors that give 
rise to common running injuries, including 
knee injuries such as patellofemoral pain syn-
drome and iliotibial band syndrome, foot 
injuries such as plantar fasciitis, and shin 
splints. This research has led to advances in 
treatment including innovative strengthening 
exercises and the novel approach of using 
real-time 3D biomechanical feedback to 
change the way you run and help to prevent 
future injuries. Z

Dr. Reed Ferber is Director of the Running 
Injury Clinic and an Associate Professor at 
the University of Calgary. He holds a Ph.D. in 
biomechanics and is a certified athletic therapist 
and a Population Health New Investigator 
through the Alberta Heritage Foundation for 
Medical Research. Visit runninginjuryclinic.com 
or email him at rferber@ucalgary.ca. 

training & recovery

AS 50 million people have made running the number one sport 
in North America, the number of injuries they suffer continues 
to mount. Unfortunately, research shows that about half of all 

runners will be injured each year. That’s millions of injuries, and science 
has had to step up its game to help these athletes reach the finish line.
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Register Online: TORONTOMARATHON.COM
downhill. scenic. fast!



marathon marketplace

Marathon | Half Marathon | 8K Road Race |                                  Kids Run & Marathon

RUN

VIC
TORIA

Run the Most Scenic Course in Western Canada

Check out our large Race Expo and International Speaker Series 

Marathon participants will receive the latest New Balance  

performance hooded jacket with LIGHTNING   DRY® technology.

Donate or Raise Pledges for our Charities!

Enter the code “OPTIMYZ” when you register for a chance  

to win your race entry! Contest ends April 15, 2012.

Sunday, October 7, 2012

Photos: Tony Austin
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marathon marketplace

teamdiabetes.ca 
1-800-BANTING 
(226-8464)

TEAM DIABETESwith

Walk or Run
in the

Cayman Islands
and other spectacular events 

across Canada and around the world!
Register today at 

www.teamdiabetes.ca
Make a difference in the lives of the 9 million Canadians 

living with diabetes or prediabetes!
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LIVING THE GOOD LIFE. MADE EASY.

Lean into fitness with TRX 
Suspension Training
Developed by a U.S. Navy Seal to help stay in top physical condition while on 
missions in confined spaces, TRX utilizes your own body weight.
BY ADAM ROBERTS | PHOTOGRAPHY BY THOMAS CANTLEY

ARE you leaning towards trying out the new TRX® Suspension 
Training but aren’t sure what to expect? TRX® Team™ 
Training is a great way to hang with friends and kick-start 

your fitness routine. TRX is a suspension training system that utilizes 
your own body weight in each exercise, allowing you to choose the 
level of intensity that is right for you. Developed by U.S. Navy Seal 
Rick Hetrick to help stay in top physical condition while on missions 

TRX Crunch
This exercise targets: Abs, abs, abs! Second: 
Your entire upper body.

Adjust the TRX Suspension Trainer to mid-calf 
length. Place your toes in the foot cradles, face 
away from the anchor point on your knees and 
place your hands underneath your shoulders. 
Flex your feet and make a strong plank position. 
Lifting your hips, pull your knees in towards your 
chest, aiming to touch your elbows. Extend your 
legs back towards your anchor point, keeping a 
strong plank position. Keep your glutes tight and 
your chest open the entire time.

BEGINNERS: Place your elbows on the floor 
directly underneath your shoulders. Between rep-
etitions, rest on your knees while holding a strong 
position.

ADVANCED: Target improved balance and 
more abdominal work by placing only one foot 
in the TRX Suspension Trainer while keeping 
the other leg suspended in the air. Continue 
to lift both hips and drive both knees towards 
your chest and elbows. Extend both legs back as 
before, keeping the free leg suspended in the air. 
Focus on lifting your hips first.

You and your friends can enjoy this great 
team workout together! Learn more about TRX® 
Team™ Training at goodlifefitness.com.

in urban safe houses, ships and inside submarines, TRX Suspension 
Training is now one of the most popular and effective ways for every-
body—and every body—to tone, build strength, and increase flexibility 
and balance. Plus, it’s fun.

Abigail Johnson, Team Training Specialist at GoodLife Fitness, takes 
us through three exercises your TRX Coach will have you doing during 
your progressive six- nine-week program.



Where has my 
energy and  
libido gone?

I used to have a lot of 
energy but lately I am 

overwhelmed and find it hard 
to get motivated – even in the 
bedroom. What can I do to get 
my vitality back?

Q

Between work, 
family and a 
thousand other 

things it is not surprising 
you can feel overwhelmed 
and “not tonight dear, I’ve 
got a headache” can become 

your motto. Stress always seems to go hand 
in hand with a plummeting sex drive. If 
your hormones are out of kilter not only is 
your sex life affected but you can feel tired, 
stressed, moody and you probably have 
cravings and sleepless nights.

Don’t despair, Peruvian maca, a nutrient-rich 
superfood can help improve energy, sleep, 
hormonal balance, libido and much more… 
Maca is ideal for athletes, busy moms, 
stressed-out executives and hormonally 
imbalanced individuals. 

A frequent complaint of both men and 
women these days is low libido or decreased 
sex drive. Peruvian maca has been scientific-
ally documented to help support a healthy 
libido and increase sexual desire. In one study, 
researchers reported that men’s sexual desire 
increased after only 8 to 12 weeks of a daily 
dose of maca. The amazing thing was that 
some of the participants only received 1,500 
mg of maca, which is equivalent to just two 
(750 mg) capsules/day of Ultimate Maca™. 
Testimonials support similar action in women.

What about all that daily stress? When you 
feel stressed, your adrenal glands kick into 
high gear and begin to enlarge, leading to 
fatigue, cravings, poor sleep, moodiness and 
more… Peruvian maca comes to the rescue 
to protect your body from all this daily stress! 
In 2003, Spanish scientists reported that 
Peruvian maca can actually shrink 
overworked adrenal glands. 

Ultimate Maca with 100% pure, traditionally 
sundried and natural certified organic maca 
root provides the nutrients to support your 
adrenal glands and give you back the energy 
you need to tackle life, relax tense muscles 
and reduce stress levels.

A

Nutritional Expert and Bestselling Author 
Brad King MS, MFS.

PNO.CA

ADVERTORIAL
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TOUCH OTHERS

TRX Chest Press
This exercise targets: Pectoral/chest 
muscles as well as the deltoid (shoulder 
muscles) and abs.

Adjust the TRX Suspension Trainer to full 
length. Stand facing away from the anchor 
point. Extend your arms with your feet on 
an angle and hip-width apart. Maintain a 
plank position and lower your body. Drive 
through your palms and press yourself up 
to your starting point. Keep your body in a 
straight line.

BEGINNERS: Adjusting your feet to 
an offset position (keeping them hip width 
apart but having one in front of the other) 
will transfer some of your weight to your 
lower body.

ADVANCED: Walk your feet directly 
under the anchor to transfer more weight to 
your upper body. Or, maintaining your plank, 

TRX Lunge
This exercise targets: Glutes and quads. 
Keeping your core strong will also tone 
your abs.

Adjust the Trainer to mid-length, place one 
foot in both foot cradles and stand fac-
ing away from the anchor point. Keep your 
suspended foot centered with the anchor 
point and your body forming a straight line 
from shoulders to hips and knees. Drive your 
suspended knee back as you lower your hips 

until the back knee is about two inches from 
the ground and your front knee is bent to 
90 degrees. Push through the heel of your 
grounded leg and squeeze your glutes to drive 
you upright.

BEGINNERS: Lower both hands on either 
side of your front foot or use a nearby wall or 
partner for balance.

ADVANCED: Use athletic arms (like run-
ning) and alter your tempo. Load the front leg 
like a spring, then jump and lunge. Land softly 
with a strong upper body. Z

pick one foot off the floor and keep it sus-
pended during the chest press.



Visit
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Friend us
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nutrition WITH JENNIFER BRENTON

Healthy together
You love each other. The couples’ diet 
may be the best diet for both of you.

COUPLES work out together, but should they diet together too? 
Did you gain weight when you entered your “couple-hood”? You 
go out to dinner, watch movies—with treats—and may enjoy a 

glass of wine or pint of beer. Weight gain may be a side effect of relation-
ship bliss. Especially for women. We try to eat what our guys eat, and let’s 
face it: We need fewer calories than our male counterparts.

Research shows that support is essential 
to weight loss success. Our eating habits tend 
to be similar to those we spend time with. Do 
not fear: You do not have to be single to be 
healthy. It is possible to be in a very healthy 
eating relationship! Here are a few great tips 
to stay healthy and in love.

1 REACH OUT AND TALK ABOUT IT. 

Communication is essential in any rela-
tionship, especially the one you have with 
your partner and food. Tell them how impor-
tant it is for you to eat healthily and that you 
want them to join you on your mission for 
health. Since you love them, you want them 
to be around for a long time.

2 GROCERY SHOP TOGETHER. Make a 
list together. Plan meals and snacks for 

the week ahead. Grocery shopping can be 
fun, especially if you go during the slower 
hours. Take your time—read labels. It can be 
fun if you are together. For a different date, 
learn about label reading and then hit the 
grocery store. Who can find the healthiest 
salad dressing?

3 COOK! This is my new favorite pastime. 
Try new cookbooks together and make 

the recipes healthier. Add more vegetables, 
reduce calories, and increase fibre and nutri-
ents. Some recipes will be a huge success, and 

others—maybe not! It is OK. The fun is in the 
process. Pick a theme night and cook Thai, 
Japanese or Greek. Choose music to match the 
food.

4 EXERCISE. Go for a walk, hike or bike 
ride. In the winter, dress up and go for 

a skate or ski. Instead of watching a movie, 
go bowling or mini golfing. These activities 
give you a chance to bond and get healthy 
together.

5 LEAD BY EXAMPLE. Take small steps. 
Start with smaller portion sizes. Make 

healthy changes gradually. When your partner 
sees you feeling good and looking good, they 
will be keen to join you.

If your partner is not interested in 
healthier eating, don’t let it get you down. 
Find support in a family member or friend, 
join a supportive weight loss group or get a 
personal trainer. The “Couples’ Diet” may be 
the best diet. Z

Jennifer is a registered dietitian and fitness 
coach in Halifax, NS. She has experience as a 
personal trainer, health promotion coordinator, 
and regional manager for a national fitness 
company. She is training for her second half 
marathon and is a yoga teacher in training. 
Contact: optimyzdietitian@gmail.com.



www.csnn.ca

Canada’s Leading 
Holistic Nutrition School
Empowering healthy minds 
and bodies for over 16 years, 
CSNN offers the fundamental 
wisdom and tools for rewarding 
and successful careers in the 
complementary health care field.

R.H.N.™ Designation
Advanced Holistic Nutrition
Job Assistance
Apprenticing Opportunities

Classroom locations:
Calgary (403)  276-1551   
Halifax (902) 425-0895  
London (519)  936-1610   
Mississauga (905) 891-0024   
Moncton (506) 384-2700   
Nanaimo   (250) 741-4805 
Ottawa (613)  523-2766
Richmond Hill (905) 737-0284
Toronto (416)  482-3772
Toronto East (416)  497-4111
Vancouver (604)  730-5611

Distance Education:
1 (800) 328-0743
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BRAND YOURSELF

Eat well, run well
The right foods before, during and after a run can 
make all the difference.
BY SARAH DUNPHY

ENERGY is the key ingredient when 
preparing for a training session or 
competition. Although all foods pro-

vide some energy, the most efficient sources 
are carbohydrates such as breads, pastas, cere-
als, and fruits. Eating the right carbohydrates 
before training or competing will provide you 
with optimal energy and prevent early fatigue. 

I am referring to carbohydrates that pro-
vide quick energy, such as white breads and 
pastas, lower-fibre cereals and cereal bars. 
These are not the typical foods recommended 
by Registered Dietitians in any other situation, 
but when preparing for a high-intensity activ-
ity such as running these foods provide the 
quickest form of energy without leaving you 
feeling full, bloated or gassy. 

Timing of meals and snacks is key when 
preparing for a training session or a race. This is 
because our bodies are very picky about what 
they digest and how fast they digest it. Each 
person’s body is unique, which is why you have 
to experiment with foods to get an idea of how 
they make you feel before your activity.

When preparing for a run, large meals 
should be consumed about four hours before 
the activity to be fully digested. Only smaller 
meals or snacks should be eaten within the 
last two to three hours; small carbohydrate-
rich snacks or beverages can be digested 
within one hour of activity. Fluids should 
be consumed before, during, and after your 
activity, which leads us to the next topic.

Hydration: Sweating is a bitter-sweet 
process. It is the body’s way of cooling itself 
down when our internal temperature beings 
to rise, but it is also the cause of dehydration.

Drinking plenty of water before, during 
and after physical activity will prevent dehy-
dration. Plain water will do the trick if you are 
exercising for less than one hour at a time; for 
longer, substitute a sports drink that contains 
from 4-8% carbohydrates.

After completing a long run, it is impor-
tant to replace lost fluids. The golden rule 
is to consume about 1.5L of fluid for every 
kilogram of body weight lost during the activ-
ity. Secondly, a carbohydrate-rich food or 
drink should be consumed within 15 minutes 
of completing the activity in order to replace 

muscle glycogen. Finally, a well-balanced meal 
containing foods from each of the four food 
groups should be consumed within two hours.

Although high-fibre food choices are 
healthy and provide satiety and regularity, 
they can also cause bloating and gas if con-
sumed just before exercise. Foods that are 
spicy or high in fat can have the same effect. 
Caffeinated beverages should also be avoided 
close to physical activity as they can tend to 
have a laxative effect. Z

Sarah is a Registered Dietitian at a clinic 
in Dartmouth, NS and an active member of 
Dietitians of Canada. She counsels individuals and 
groups and has a passion for nutrition education.

When preparing for a high-intensity activity these foods provide 

energy without leaving you feeling full, bloated or gassy.
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4 SERVINGS (8-10 TORTILLAS) | PREP 1 HOUR

TO PREPARE: TORTILLAS
In a bowl mix the flour, baking powder and salt together and in another bowl the vegetable oil and 
water. Pour the water and oil mixture into the flour mixture very slowly while mixing with a fork until it 
forms a sticky dough. Using a wooden cutting board, knead the dough for 4-5 minutes, lightly flouring 
the board when the dough gets sticky. Once you have a smooth cohesive dough, place it back in a mixing 
bowl. Cover with a damp towel and let rest for 20 minutes.

Tear off chunks of dough about the size of a golf ball. Roll dough into a ball shape and place on a 
baking sheet covered with a towel for another 10 minutes. Roll the tortillas out with a rolling pin so that 
they are thin and smooth, lightly flouring the work surface and rolling pin if needed to prevent sticking.

Preheat a non-stick frying pan over medium heat and toss the tortillas in a few at a time; no oil or 
butter will be needed. Cook 30-45 seconds on each side or until you start to see brown spots. Remove 
from pan and cover with warm towel until ready to serve.

TO PREPARE: SPICY PICKLED RED ONION
Put sliced red onion and sliced scotch bonnet pepper in a small Tupperware container. Bring vinegar to 
a boil with salt. Simmer 3-4 minutes, remove from heat and pour directly over onion and pepper. Wrap 
tightly with Saran wrap, allow to cool at room temperature, then place in the fridge (this can be done 
ahead of time).

One thing I love about making baleadas at home is that they’re the perfect way to get rid of left-
overs. Baleadas are a great canvas, so get creative! Just don’t forget the three main ingredients—whole 
wheat tortilla, refried beans and parmesan cheese. After that, let your taste buds decide. Z

STEER CLEAR OF FEAR

nutrition RECIPE

THIS recipe was inspired by a recent trip to Honduras. 
The baleada is a small whole wheat tortilla, smeared 
with refried beans, then sprinkled with powered 

parmesan cheese before being folded in half and eaten 
wrapped in a napkin. It is a rustic dish from a humble 
background, but there is beauty in simplicity. I prepared 
mine with leftover lamb shank, refried beans, pickled spicy 
red onion and chopped avocado and tomato, finished with a 
fresh grate of Parmigiano Reggiano, and served with low-fat 
sour cream.

You can buy the tortillas for this dish, but if you are 
feeling a bit more adventurous and would like to try making 
your own tortillas, then this is a great recipe to get you started.

Baleadas: Beauty in 
simplicity
Bringing the humble tortilla to life.
BY CHEF DYLAN BENOIT

INGREDIENTS: TORTILLAS
 » 2 cups whole wheat flour
 » 1! tsp baking powder
 » 2 tsp vegetable oil
 » A big pinch of salt, approx 1tsp
 » " cup warm water

INGREDIENTS: SPICY PICKLED 
RED ONION
 » 1 red onion, sliced
 » 1 cup white vinegar
 » Dash of red wine vinegar (to 

preserve the red colour)
 » 1 scotch bonnet pepper, sliced
 » Pinch salt



Available at your local 
Health Food Store

PNO.CA

Maca!
Feel the

Powerof

 Increase Energy
 Reduce Stress
 Increase Stamina
 Improve Sleep
 Improve Libido
 Balance Hormones
 and more...

Maca Users say….
…my anxiety and irritability 
diminished… I am sleeping 
better and have much more 
energy…moods improved… 

increased energy both mentally 
and physically… increase in 

libido… noticed the difference 
within a few weeks… 
more mental clarity… 

life is good!
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nutrition

4-6 SERVINGS | PREP 3.5 HRS

TO PREPARE
Combine the water and sugar in a small bowl. Sprinkle the 
yeast over top, give it a quick stir, and leave to proof for 5 
minutes until frothy.

Meanwhile, in a large bowl mix the teaspoon of salt 
with the wholewheat flour and 1 cup of the all-purpose 
flour. Finely chop half of the rosemary needles and stir 
into the salt and flour. Make a well in the centre of the 
dry ingredients and pour in the proofed yeast and 2 table-
spoons of olive oil. Stir well to combine, then gradually stir 
in enough of the remaining flour to make the dough come 
away from the sides of the bowl. Turn out onto a floured 
surface and knead for 10 minutes, adding flour as necessary, 
until smooth and elastic.

Wipe out the mixing bowl and grease it with oil. Place 
the dough in the bowl, turning it once to coat with oil. 
Cover with a tea towel, and set aside in a warm place to rise 
until doubled in size, about 1! hours. Punch down the risen 
dough and stretch it out to fit in a greased baking sheet. 
Cover again and leave for another 45 minutes.

Preheat the oven to 375°F. Use your thumb to make random indentations in the dough and 
then drizzle with the remaining olive oil and the balsamic vinegar. Scatter the chopped olives, sea 
salt, and rosemary needles over top. Leave for 5 minutes and then bake for 20-25 minutes until 
puffy and golden brown. Garnish with sliced tomatoes and serve warm, sliced or torn in pieces. Z

AN essential source of energy, bread is a universal symbol of sustenance. Baking bread 
seems like a simple process, yet it can be surprisingly difficult to achieve a perfect 
loaf. When you’re using just a few basic ingredients, selecting the best available is the 

not-so-secret tip to getting delightful results. Organic flour, produced from wheat that has not 
been heavily sprayed, processed and bleached, is a smart choice for baking. It’s easy to find an 
alternative to heavily processed table salt, and if you find that your municipal tap water is high 
in minerals, use bottled spring water, as the taste will be apparent in the final flavour. Be sure 
that your yeast is fresh or your bread will be a definite flop. Sure, it’s easier to pick up a loaf at 
the market. But there are few recipes as rewarding as the smell of freshly baked bread in your 
own kitchen!

Baking a 
better bread
BY PETE LUCKETT

Rosemary and black olive focaccia
INGREDIENTS
 » 1 cup warm water 
 » 1 Tbsp sugar 
 » 1 Tbsp Fleischmann’s 

Traditional dry yeast 
 » 1 tsp salt 
 » # cup Speerville Organic 

whole wheat flour 
 » 2-2! cups Speerville 

Organic all-purpose flour 
 » 4 sprigs rosemary
 » 4 Tbsp Pete’s Own Extra 

Virgin olive oil 
 » 2 Tbsp Mazzetti balsamic 

vinegar 
 » 2 Tbsp coarsely chopped 

black olives 
 » 1 tsp Maldon sea salt
 » Sliced Roma tomatoes for 

garnish
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MALAYSIA for golf—halfway 
around the world just to chase 
that dimpled ball up and down 

fairways? The answer is: Yes, if you love 
adventure. The destination is an intriguing 
brush with different cultures, varied histories 
and fabulous food that reflects the Malay, 
Indian and Chinese population.

There is history here. The Klang and 
Gombak rivers meet at the city of Kuala 
Lumpur. KL to the locals, it means “muddy 
river junction.” When the Chinese arrived in 
1857 looking to mine tin, the place was a 
heavy forested jungle.

There was a lot of fighting over the tin 
and eventually the British took control. The 
British influence is still evident in a lot of the 
city’s architecture. The Indian and Chinese cul-
tures are also very strong throughout the city.

Is Malaysia a hard-core golf destination? 
Not compared to the Carolinas or Arizona or 
Scotland. But it does have several outstand-

adventure

Golf Malaysia 
O!  the beaten path
Striking scenery, exotic cultures and cuisines and a variety of 
tropical courses. Just don’t stray too far from the fairways.
BY TOM PETERS

ing courses among the 200 or so spread along 
this exotic country. You can also combine golf 
with trips into lush rainforests, diving expedi-
tions or a rejuvenating beach experience.

If you haven’t been in this type of climate 
before, a word to the wise. It’s hot and humid, 
so you have to keep those liquids flowing. 
Most of the golf courses are walkable and the 
terrain varies. The hillier courses will give you 
a good cardio workout. 

Just over an hour’s drive from Kuala 
Lumpur lies Glenmarie Golf and Country Club. 
We played the Garden, one of two 18-hole 
courses, at 7,000 yards from the tips. A good 
way to shake off the stiffness after several 
hours of travel, it is lighted for night play.

The A’Famosa Resort in Melaka State, has 
three distinct nines. We played the Palm and 
Rocky—not the Crocodile—and found them to 
be very strong layouts. The golf at A’Famosa is 
part of a family-styled resort that offers 
attractions such as a cowboy village, 

Is Malaysia a hard-core golf 

destination? Not compared 

to the Carolinas or Arizona 

or Scotland. But it does have 

several outstanding courses 

among the 200 or so spread 

along this exotic country.

TURN MEALS INTO SNACKS



It’s never been
to fit fitness into your day

Take advantage of the rhythm of 
ZUMBA, the strength of BodyPump, 
the flexibility of BodyFlow, and any 

of our other exhilarating classes.

1 FREE PASS

Call the club nearest you today to 
arrange for your first visit.

*First time users only. Valid for one class. Must be age of majority 
in jurisdiction of residence. Other restrictions may apply, please see 

club for details and class times and schedules.

Join Canada’s largest fitness chain with 52 locations 
dedicated for women.

goodlifefitness.com
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adventure GOLF MALAYSIA

10 courses in Malaysia by Golf Malaysia and 
Golf Digest Malaysia. The capital of Melaka 
State is Melaka City, a UNESCO Heritage Site, 
overlooking the Melaka Straits. Like KL, its fas-
cinating history is worth a tour.

Gunung Raya Golf Club lies on the island of 
Langkawi. This course is spread over 300 acres of 
a former rubber plantation. Cut through a valley, 
it is surrounded by lush forests.

The clubhouses at the courses we played 
all had full facilities. Green fees ranged 
between $65 and $85 CDN, less through a 
golf package.

A few things to keep in mind. If your ball 
goes into a hazard, bushes or water, you are 
better off to take a drop. There are snakes you 
really don’t want to tangle with. Also, watch 
out for packs of roaming monkeys. They won’t 
hurt you, but they like to steal stuff from your 
golf cart. Z

MORE INFO
 » tourismmalaysia.ca
 » glenmarie.com.my 
 » afamosa.com
 » golfgr.com.my

safari, go-karts and rental accommodations.
By far the strongest course we played was 

at Tiara Melaka Golf and Country Club. The 
club featured three nines—Lake, Meadow and 
Woodland. It is consistently rated in the top 
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Pretty sick
Urban landscaping’s obsession with reducing litter is behind the 
growing epidemic of pollen-related allergies.
BY ANNA-LISA JONES

No, this is not a natural balance. The 
increase in pollen started back in 1949 when 
the US Department of Agriculture promoted 
the planting of male trees in urban centers to 
reduce what they called “urban litter.”

Male trees do not bear fruit or drop seeds 
so they do not create any litter other than 
leaves. Low litter means a more beautiful 
city, fewer odours, and safer streets and 
school yards. This trend surged in 1982 
after a booklet by the USDA titled Genetic 
Improvement of Urban Trees described 
how male-only trees could be made from 
species that did not have “sexed” trees. Male 
trees produce pollen. Without a balance of 
female trees to trap the pollen, it becomes 
concentrated in the air.

In the US, pollen-related allergies have 
risen from 5% of the population to 38% 
today. And new data show there is a strong 
connection between overexposure to pollen 
and increases in heart disease, autism, 
pneumonia and reflux disease. The question 
is: Why was this male tree-cloning/low-litter 

landscaping trend allowed to flourish without 
consideration of its impact on human health?

It is estimated that people living in urban 
centers are 20% more likely to suffer from 
airborne pollen allergies than people living 
in rural areas. One of the most disturbing 
outcomes of the low-litter landscaping trend 
is that many elementary school yards have 
predominantly male trees. Asthma rates in 
children have increased by more than 150% 
since mid-1980; 70% of asthma suffers also 
suffer from pollen-related allergies.

The Allergy Free School Yard©, founded 
by Peter Prakke, a retired horticulturist and 
public educator from Ancaster, Ont., has 
been instrumental in having school boards 
implement allergy-free gardening practices, 
and has helped create allergy-free spaces in 
Bravery parks across Canada.

The OPALS™ scale is widely used to 
determine the allergy potential of plants 
and trees. Developed by Thomas Leo Ogren, 
author of Allergy-Free Gardening and Safe 
Sex in the Garden, the 10-point Ogren 

Plant Allergy Scale rates 3,000 common 
trees, shrubs, flowers and grasses. The 
scale has been embraced by the scientific 
community and is now used by the American 
Lung Association and the US Department 
of Agriculture Urban Foresters. Ogren is 
currently conducting an allergy audit of the 
planted urban forests of the five largest cities 
across Canada, from Vancouver to Halifax.

Low-litter landscaping can have a big 
impact on our air quality and our health. 
What can you do to make a change? Here are 
a few ideas:
 » Know your local pollen index: Check The 

Weather Network page. 
 » Get a proper test to help determine what 

type of pollen allergies you have.
 » Plan your time outside; peak dispersal 

times for pollen tend to be between 5am 
and 10am

 » Check out The Allergy Free School Yard© 
healthyschoolyards.org.

 » Educate yourself about low-allergy plants: 
Read The Allergy-Free Garden. 

 » Use the OPALS™ scale as a guide to 
planting.

 » Plant pollen-producing plants away from 
windows, doors, and vents.

 » Ask your local urban planners what they 
are doing to create more allergy-free 
green spaces in your city.

SPRING is a beautiful time of year. Yet for many, allergies to pollen 
dull the sense of joy that the rest of us feel as the earth sheds her 
cloak of winter. While spring flowers are the symbols of the season, 

70% of the total urban pollen load comes from trees.

©ISTOCKPHOTO.COM/
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1 2 3 4 5

6 7

8 9 10

11

12 13 14 15 16

17 18

19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29

30 31 32

33 34 35

36

WORD SCRAMBLE 
Rearrange these scrambled letters into health-related 
words or phrases. It’s as easy as A-B-D!

No grins  No gears
CIA inn  A mini vat
Nice if deices Croon ray
Seen appeal Rest home age
Cathedral cooks Lie alert 

SUDOKU  CROSSWORD  

PUZZLES BY MYLES MELLOR WWW.THEMECROSSWORDS.COM

ACROSS
1 Entree, for example
3 Dietary measurement
6 Colourful flower, for short
8 Leaf vegetables
10 Rainbow ___ (fish)
11 Annoyance
12 Seed for flavoring
14 Fruits off the vine
17 Luau paste
18 Will Ferrell character
19 Ramen ___
21 Place for a pea
22 Cheese, often grated in recipes
26 Tomato paste container
29 Show love for
30 Laetrile can be extracted from 

these fruits
32 Fruit often eaten dried
33 Found on a billboard
36 They are used as vegetables in 

Asian cooking (2 words)

2 9
8 6 9 7 1
9 3 5 6

3 8 1 7
4 9

1 7 5 6
1 8 6 3

7 3 5 1 2
3 5

DOWN
1 Salad topper
2 Additions to an entree
3 Buddhist sound
4 Prepared lettuce for a salad
5 Fulfilling nutrient needs
6 Only
7 Practice
9 Vitality
13 Recipe direction
14 Decision to move forward
15 Gets ready for picking
16 __ Prado, Spanish museum
17 Letter addition
20 Meadow muncher
23 Plot areas
24 Chocolate-flavored coffee
25 Fixed
26 It has cyclindrical leaves and is used for 

seasoning
27 Summer month, for short
28 It provides coconuts
31 Decline
34 Medical advisor
35 Because

 PUZZLE SOLUTIONS

WORD SCRAMBLE  
Snoring Oranges
Niacin Vitamin A
Deficiencies Coronary 
Sleep apnea Omega threes
Dark chocolates Laetrile 

D
1

IS
2

HO
3

UNC
4

ES
5

RIM
6

U
7

MHA

E
8

NDIV
9

EST
10

ROUT

SEI
11

REPI

S
12

ESA
13

MEG
14

R
15

APE
16

S

IDP
17

OIE
18

LF

N
19

OODLE
20

SP
21

ODY

GWEI

P
22

A
23

RM
24

ES
25

ANC
26

A
27

N

P
28

COESH
29

UG

A
30

PRICOTS
31

F
32

IG

LEHA
33

D
34

VA
35

M
36

USTARDGREENS

276914358
584632971
193785264
358196742
647528193
921347586
412859637
735461829
869273415
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MATCH YOUR MATE

British Columbia 
Mar 1 Master Curling Championships, 

Grand Forks

Mar 1 CCAA National Badminton 
Championships, Kamloops

Mar 23 BC Speed Skating Association: Canadian 
Short Track Championships, Richmond 
richmondsporthosting.ca

Mar 25 Harry’s Spring Run Off, Vancouver
canadarunningseries.com

Apr 21 Delta Triathlon
deltatriathlon.ca

Alberta
Mar 12-18 Snow Crown: Canadian Freestyle 

Snowboard Championships, Calgary
snowcrown.com

Mar 17-25 Ford World Women’s Curling 
Championship, Lethbridge 
curling.ca

Mar 17 St. Patricks Day Race, Calgary
calgaryroadrunners.com

Apr 14 Calgary Co-Op Whole Health Challenge 
Charity Run & Walk, Calgary
calgarycoop.com/pharmacy/whole_
health_challenge

May 6 Tri Diva Triathlon, Olds
leapingdogracing.com 

Saskatchewan 
Mar 3-11 Tim Hortons Brier—83rd Canadian Men’s 

Curling Championship, Saskatoon
curling.ca/championships/brier

Mar 31 Manulife One Splash and Sprint, Regina
reginamultisport.com/site2

Apr 29 Regina Police Service Half Marathon, 
Regina
marathon.reginapolice.ca

May 27 Annual Saskatchewan Marathon, 
Saskatoon
saskmarathon.ca

Manitoba 
Apr 21-22 SSM Crocus Challenge (Synchro 

Swimming) 
synchromb.ca

Apr 22 13th FortWhyte Alive EcoAdventure 
Race, Winnipeg
fortwhyte.org/ecoadventure

Ontario 
Mar 4 Chilly Half Marathon & Frosty 5k, 

Burlington
events.runningroom.com

Mar 25 Around the Bay Road Race, Hamilton
aroundthebayroadrace.com

Apr 21 Urban Warrior Run, Bolton
eventsonline.ca/events/urbanwarriorrun

Apr 22 Toronto Yonge St 10 k, Toronto
canadarunningseries.com/toronto10k

Apr 27 Average Joe Multi Sport Competition, 
Mississauga 
ultimateathletecompetition.com

Apr 29 Waterloo Marathon, Waterloo
waterloomarathon.com

Quebec  
Mar 4 Carnaval de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke

carnavaldesherbrooke.com

Mar 11 Oka Ski Marathon, Oka
2vsm.com

Mar 15-17 Red Bull Crashed Ice World 
Championship, Quebec City
redbull.com

May 6 Quebec City International Half- 
Marathon, Quebec City
couriraquebec.com

New Brunswick 
Apr 15 Cops for Cancer Run, Fredericton

runnb.ca

May 13 34th Annual Fredericton Marathon, 
Fredericton
frederictonmarathon.ca

Prince Edward Island 
SMar 1- 4 East Coast Short Course Championships, 

Charlottetown
caripei.ca/2012-east-coast-short-course-
championships

Apr 6 Skate Canada Adult Figure Skating 
Championship, Charlottetown
skatecanada.ca

Apr 6-8 Canadian Wheelchair Basketball League 
Finals, Charlottetown
wheelchairbasketball.ca

Apr 10 Grand Slam Curling, Summerside
grandslamofcurling.com

Calendar of events for Canada

P R E S E N T E D  B Y

TO HAVE YOUR UPCOMING EVENT LISTED, PLEASE E-MAIL THE EVENT DETAILS TO INFO@OPTIMYZ.CA

finish line

Apr 21 WR3 (Wear Red Road Races), 
Charlottetown
wr3.ca

Nova Scotia 
Mar 7 NSSAF Skiing Provincial Championships, 

Wentworth
nssaf.ednet.ns.ca

Apr 5-8 Annual SEDMHA International Minor 
Hockey Tournament, Halifax
sedmha.com

May 5-6 2012 Eco-Endurance Challenge, 
Upper Tantallon
ecoendurancechallenge.ca

May 26-27 Cabot Trail Relay, Baddeck
cabottrailrelay.com

May 26- 27 Royal Nova Scotia Yacht Club Opening 
Regatta, Halifax
rnsys.com

Newfoundland Labrador 
Mar 9 16th Annual Swim For Hope, 

pools across NFLD
swimforhope.ca

Mar 17-24 Cain’s Quest Snowmobile Endurance 
Race, Labrador City
cainsquest.com

Mar 25 NL Snowboard Shred Sistas Event, 
Corner Brook
nlsnowboard.com/shred-sistas

Jun 24 Body Quest Paradise Triathlon, Paradise 
paradisetriathlon.com

Yukon 
Mar 4-10 Arctic Winter Games, Whitehorse

awg2012.org

North West Territories
Mar 23 Polar Pond Hockey, Hay River

polarpondhockey.com

Mar 17 Annual Frostbite 45, Yellowknife
ykmultisport.com/frostbite-45

Each weekend in March, SnowKing Winter Festival, 
Yellowknife snowking.ca
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mind coach WITH JOSEPH SEILER

Waiting for courage
Longevity is about time: Somewhere between a detached 
focus on the long term and an obsession with the present lies 
the sweet spot.

They might be stuck in the familiar 
approach of “that does not apply to me.” 
Few believe they will get in a car accident, 
especially one that would put them into a 
wheelchair for the rest of their days. That is 
one reason some people drive like it does not 
matter; because, for them, it does not matter.

So what is the state of mind of someone 

who seems detached from most of the rest of 
the world? The quality of their life seems to 
be independent of interactions with others. 
This could be a gift. Maybe we all ought to 
do that. We could be missing out on living 
our own lives.

Let’s go the other way for a moment. 
What is the state of mind of someone who 
seems intimately attached to the rest of the 
world? Their quality of life seems to be almost 
entirely dependent on interactions with the 
rest of us. This could be a gift. Maybe we all 
ought to do that. We could be missing out on 
living our own lives.

For me, my own life lies somewhere 

between those two extremes. Ah, there it is. 
Living my own life, not just living. I am going 
on the premise here that living long but 
living other than my life is an empty victory. 
As the Cirque de Soleil song Let Me Fall says, 
“Someone I am, is waiting for courage. The 
one I want, the one I will become, will catch 
me.” Here we are, in between the extremes 

and not quite sure what living my life means, 
waiting for courage.

Longevity, living in that courageous 
place, the one I am meant to become, and 
for a long time, I suggest, is the sweet spot. 
Did Terry Fox enjoy longevity? I never met 
him. Though the long part of longevity 
didn’t happen for him in the usual sense, it 
is happening. Somehow, at an early age, this 
young man chose to do this crazy and big 
thing that, in his mind, needed doing; and he 
was going to be the one to do it.

Feisty, determined, oblivious to those 
who would oppose his idea, he started and 
continued, feeling absolutely well used day 

after day of running on a highway, rain or 
shine. Detached, where it worked for him, 
completely engaged where he thought it 
mattered (with me even now, it seems), Terry 
Fox found longevity.

At this point we could notice a dangerous 
idea forming that says something like, “If it 
does not make the 6 o’clock news, it does not 
count as living my life.” Not from what I have 
seen. Admittedly, I have a huge advantage 
over some of you. I am no longer 22 years 
old. I have been that crazy driver and swung 
full pendulum to the total external focus and 
forgetting myself.

I am feeling in that sweet spot now, but 
only after exploring the extremes, and so 
much so that I want to help others find their 
sweet spot too. No, you didn’t miss me on 
the news, but my belief and how I feel is that 
longevity is all around me.

What is that phrase all those 22 year olds 
keep using? “Just sayin.” Yes that’s it. This is 
my take on longevity. One chooses to have 
longevity or not. Why not choose sooner 
rather than later? Z

Joseph Seiler, MCC, is a success coach who helps 
people to be clear about what they want and to 
then go get it. jseiler@yournaturaledge.com.

THE concept of longevity speaks about living—and doing so for 
a long time. Most people would say it is all about how long we 
live; not many would offer that longevity is about quality of life. I 

wonder why that is.

©ISTOCKPHOTO.COM/JUSANT
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warm up ATLANTIC CANADA

NOVA SCOTIA

Action heroes at 
OptiMYz Live  
Health Expo
BY DAVID HOLT | PHOTOGRAPHY BY KELLY CLARK

CAN you protect yourself in a pinch? MMA legend and Brazilian 
Jiu-Jitsu master Royce Gracie rocked the Halifax version of 
the show in January, showing how to defend yourself and stay 

in shape martial arts style—and demonstrating the sharp mental focus 
that is a side benefit of the sport.

 Tommy Europe, fitness expert and star of the TV shows Last 10 
Pounds Bootcamp and Bulging Brides, also lit up the audience. They 
also hosted popular bootcamps designed to get your fitness to the 
next level.

The show featured a host of speakers and presenters on fitness, 
health, nutrition, adventure, and mental wellbeing. Wanna get healthy? 
Don’t miss OptiMYz Live. PS: GoodLife members get in free.

Next up: OptiMYz Live takes to the stage as part of the GoodLife 
Fitness Toronto Marathon in Toronto on May 4-5. Z

TOP Tommy Europe’s Shred Boot Camp.

MIDDLE Pete Luckett, chef in action.

BOTTOM LEFT Rappelling for Easter Seals.

BOTTOM RIGHT FloMotion on the Edge 
with Kim Kraushar.
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NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR

The couple that curls together
Newfoundland pairs find fitness and friendship at the rink.
BY MEAGHAN PHILPOTT

SHE likes the competition. He likes the 
camaraderie. Together, curling is their 
sport of choice. Cal and Donna Davis 

are one of three dozen couples who throw 
rocks at each other Thursday nights at the 
Corner Brook curling rink.

Couples’ night is relatively new for the 
club but has been gaining speed in the past 
few years. Middle-aged couples became a 
popular demographic before the club closed 
its old location two years ago. Since the new 
facility opened in December 2011, couples 
have been flocking to the rink for the pure 
socialization of recreational curling.

The Davises started curling together in 
1989. At that time they were dating and found 
health and happiness in the sport, which they 
have since brought to their marriage. 

“She had to start curling if she wanted 
to see me during the season,” Cal joked, as he 
was already an avid curler. Donna, now a self-
proclaimed “rink rat,” curls competitively four 
nights a week and insists her game is better 
than her husband’s—and he agrees.

“Couples are really our bread and but-
ter,” says George Spraklin, president of Corner 
Brook’s Curling Association, whose wife also 
curls. “A lot of couples curl in the winter and 

make the transition into golf in the summer.”
“I like curling and golfing because they are 

a lot alike,” says Donna. “Both have individual 
components but are done together.” When the 
curling season ends on March 31st, the Davises 
will head somewhere warm to get an early start 
on Newfoundland’s golfing season. Z

Curling is among the long list of gender-
neutral sports that accommodate both 
sexes. In the long Newfoundland winter, 
this includes:

Indoor spinning classes
One benefit of spin classes is that you can 
go at your own pace and no one will know 
the difference because you stay in one 
spot! This sport is great for couples and 
friends, as you can sit next to each other 
to offer conversation or moral support.

Snowshoeing
Snowshoeing burns twice the calories as 
a regular walk of the same time and dis-
tance. It is an inexpensive sport, requiring 
only a pair of lightweight snowshoes that 
will last forever.
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WHEN people return from a cruise 
they often describe what they 
saw as highlights: The azure-blue 

water, rainbow-coloured flowers, and ornate 
architecture in the ports of call. But what if 
you can’t see—literally? How do those sights 
become part of the experience?

Daniel and Michelle Richards from 
Moncton, NB, can help. After blind friends at 
the National Camps for the Blind, where they 
have volunteered for 20 years, shared how 
they would like to travel, but find it difficult 
for various reasons, the couple launched Eye 
Sea Travel in August 2011. On Sept. 30, they 
boarded the Norwegian Dawn with one legally 
blind, three totally blind and four senior 
travellers for a seven-day cruise that included 
three days in Bermuda.

The trip included a Bermudian picnic 

NEW BRUNSWICK

Eyes for the blind
This travel company helps those with vision problems 
to see their world.
BY TRUDY KELLY FORSYTHE

complete with traditional Island foods in 
the Bermuda Botanical Gardens; drives on 
scooters for each blind traveller; visits to the 
Maritime Museum, St. Peter’s Church 
and Snorkel Bay Park; and checking 
out the historical re-enactment of the 
Ducking of the Wench in St Georges 
Square. Swimming with the dolphins 
at Dolphin Quest was an added excur-
sion for two travellers and a guide.

Judy Leung from Toronto, who is 
totally blind, was on that first cruise. 
“I enjoyed being on and hearing the 
ocean,” she says. “The highlight was 
when I touched, fed, kissed and listened to 
the dolphins underwater! Michelle and Daniel 
did an awesome job of describing everything 
that was visual.”

Descriptive service of surroundings is 

when I touched, fed, kissed and listened to 

TOP: Judy and Michelle on Gibb’s Lighthouse.

MIDDLE: Jeremy in stocks at St. George’s.

BOTTOM: Photo op at Bermuda Museum.
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ongoing during a trip with Eye Sea Travel. 
“Just as we rely on our vision to understand 
where we are and what is around us, we give 
commentary to our blind friends so they can 
have a complete experience of these new 
surroundings and exciting destinations,” says 
Daniel. They organize the entire trip from 

TOP: Michelle and 
Michelle out for a 
stroll.

MIDDLE: Michelle and 
Fred touching beauty.

BOTTOM: Judy 
scooting to Hamilton.

IMAGINE YOURSELF OLD AND HEALTHY IN THE FUTURE

pick-up to drop-off at the visually 
impaired traveler’s home.

For its 2012 season, Eye Sea Travel 
is planning cruises for Alaska, 
Bermuda, the Southern, Eastern and 
Western Caribbean and New England. 
“Destinations are as vast as the Globe!” 
says Daniel. “For most travel, all we 
require is a minimum of four blind or 
visually impaired travelers.” Z

Trudy Kelly Forsythe is a freelance writer in 
Hampton, NB. info@trudykellyforsythe.com

MORE INFO
 » eyeseatravel.com

pick-up to drop-off at the visually 
impaired traveler’s home.

is planning cruises for Alaska, 
Bermuda, the Southern, Eastern and 
Western Caribbean and New England. 
“Destinations are as vast as the Globe!” 
says Daniel. “For most travel, all we 
require is a minimum of four blind or 
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Dissolving  
the impossible

Actress Andrea Martin 
brings her high-energy 
humour and love of 
fitness to Bust A Move 
for Breast Health
BY DAVID HOLT
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FAKE LAUGH, THEN LAUGH FOR REAL

A9 

F
Or a good time, go on 
YouTube and watch clips 
of actress and comedienne 
Andrea Martin.

Martin lives multiple lives. 
She can be the arch clown, 

“maybe the funniest woman alive,” according 
to the Toronto Star. This side of her is personi-
fied by deranged characters like Edith Prickley 
and Mojo the maid, created for SCTV, the dys-
functional TV network based in the imaginary 
town of Melonville, Ohio.

She also has an intellectual side and is a 
student of classical theatre and filmmaking 
pioneers Charlie Chaplin and Frederico Fellini. 

Martin grew up in the United Sates but 
followed her acting career to Canada and 
became a landed immigrant. She now divides 

much of her time between residences in 
Toronto and New York City. Star of stage, 
screen and television, she has that “real 
person” persona that audiences can relate 
to. Supporting her busy schedule as a born 
entertainer is a lifelong passion for fitness 
and health. 

“My mother told me that when I was 
four years old and in the hospital with pneu-
monia, I stood up in my crib and entertained 
the other children,” she says. She performed 
in school plays and took dance classes right 
through college in Boston.

In 1971 she came to Canada and landed 
a role in the stage show Godspell with Gilda 
Radner, Eugene Levy and Martin Short. When 
she joined the Second City theatre 
troupe, she discovered that humour PH
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Highly desirable historic 
downtown location with sunny 

cobblestone patio terrace!

Try one of our fresh daily food 
features or tapas happy hour plates, 

paired with 180 di!erent beer, 
unique wines and cocktails.  

"e most beautiful European 
o#ce in Halifax!

902 446 4700 
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1873 Granville St. Halifax 
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could be parlayed into a career. Second City, 
based in Toronto and Chicago, spawned SCTV; 
and alumni like Radner, John Belushi, Bill 
Murray and Dan Akroyd became key members 
of the cast of Saturday Night Live.

“We created the characters by improvis-
ing,” she says. “We would find costumes and 
collaborate.” The in-your-face Edith Prickley 
was inspired by Catherine O’Hara’s mother’s 
leopard skin jacket and hat. The dumb maid 
Mojo in the faux soap opera Days of the Week 
appeared when someone gave her a wig with 
long bangs.

She also impersonated a host of famous 
women including Barbara Streisand, Liza 
Minelli, Connie Francis and Linda Lavin. “It was 
a fearless collaborative time,” she says of her 
years with SCTV. “There was no interference 
from the network.” 

Martin was raised in Portland, Maine, 
where she skied and skated and went to a Vic 
Tanny gym. When theatre took her to Canada 
in her twenties the fitness bug stayed with her.

“I have been working out all my life,” she 
says. She started dancing at age 11 and kept 
it up when she went to Emerson College in 
Boston. In her twenties she started to jog, 
swim and do whatever the exercise trend 
of the day was: Fitness balls, mat exercises, 
spinning and step classes. “I love hiking and 
yoga—and Pilates has saved me,” she says. 
“But I stay away from cardio boxing and don’t 
like competitive sports.”

Today she walks, bikes, swims, lifts weights 
and spends time on the treadmill. 

When she is working, which is often, she 
finds a gym in a hotel or goes for a walk. “I 
love exercise, so it is not punishing,” she says. 
“It is the eating that is difficult to regulate.”

Bust A Move: A celebration of life

On March 24, she will be in Halifax, NS to 
lead the Bust A Move for Breast Health 

at the Canada Games Centre. Organized by the 
QEII and IWK Foundations to raise funds for a 
new Breast Health Centre, the event will unite 
hundreds of participants for a day-long fitness 
fundraiser with prizes, inspiring patient testimo-
nials, heart-pounding rhythms, healthy snacks 
and refreshments and attentive volunteers, plus 
services such as first aid and massage therapy.

“As an advocate for fitness, I love this fund-
raiser,” says Martin. “It’s a celebratory event that 
allows me to interact with other women. I plan 
to participate in as many exercise hours as they 
let me. I have found that exercising in groups 
is inspiring and painless. Laughter makes the 
medicine of exercise go down more easily. This 
is a perfect time to invest in yourself with the 
support of other women.”

The event also has personal meaning. 
She lost a close friend to breast cancer and 
witnessed two other friends go through 
excruciating, debilitating treatments and 
eventual recovery.

“Thanks to organizations like Bust A Move 
all around the country, breast cancer has a 
high recovery rate,” says Martin. In fact, Bust 
A Move, which started in Halifax, is now 
spreading to other cities across Canada. 

cover DISSOLVING THE IMPOSSIBLE
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CLOSE YOUR EYES

“Andrea has a passion for having fun, 
providing entertainment, and for making a 
real difference in people’s lives, which is what 
Bust A Move is all about,” says Laura Charlton, 
volunteer chairperson of the homegrown 
fundraiser, and Vice President, Nova Scotia 
District, BMO Bank of Montreal. “The energy 
and enthusiasm that our Bust A Move partici-
pants bring to the event is contagious, and 
having Andrea host our event will only add 
that much more fun and excitement.”

The joy of pastry

MArTin is acutely aware of the benefits 
she receives from her commitment to a 

healthy life. “I have an addictive personality, 
which could take me down. Food is my drug 
of choice. When I am tired, depressed, happy, 
sad—any emotion really—I want to eat a pas-
try. Thank God I love exercising or I would 
really fight being overweight. I go through 
phases where I plan my meals. But I still have 
not managed the skill of eating moderately 
when I dine with friends and business associ-
ates. I don’t know how the royals do it.”

Twice a year, she attends a yoga retreat in 
Escondido, California, where, besides practic-
ing yoga, she hikes and eats mindfully for a 
week. “This habit lasts me about four months,” 
she says with a laugh. “Then two months later 
I go on another retreat.”

Since the 1970s she has done a lot of live 
theatre. “I needed to be fit when I was doing 
eight shows a week—it was challenging,” she 
says. She currently performs her one-woman 
show Andrea Martin: Final Days! Everything 
Must Go! about once a month. I asked her if 
she might bring it to Halifax. Let’s hope.

Her influences include musical theatre 
and Lucille Ball. She was inspired by Frederico 
Fellini’s wife, the actress Giulietta Masina, and 
by Paulette Goddard, Charlie Chaplin’s muse. 
“The comic roles just unfolded,” she said. 
“Humour is my sensibility.”

She remains close to the cast of SCTV. A 
recent party at her house included Martin Short 
and Eugene Levy. Oh, to have been a fly 
on that wall!

CAUSE FOR CELEBRATION Bust a Move for 
Breast Health, 2011.
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Love and laughter

BESiDES keeping her metabolism up, exer-
cise also helps with anxiety, which she 

says is part of her fabric. “It’s impossible to 
stay anxious and angry when you’re active,” 
she says. “I try to meditate—that always helps. 
And even if I am not in the mood, when I 
exercise I feel better, the darkness lifts, and 
the impossible dissolves.”

Exercise also helps her tune into her cre-
ative side. She says she has developed some of 
her best material while riding her bike along 
the Hudson River in New York. “I developed 
my one-woman show that way,” she says.

At an early age she learned to deflect pain 
with humor. “Even at my bluest, something 
will strike me as ridiculously human, and I will 
see at that moment that we all suffer—we are 
not alone. Laughter allows me to poke fun at 
my perceived self-importance.”

Sometimes, she just walks and her mood 
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MAKE HARD THINGS EASY

shifts. She recalls Norman Cousins, the great 
peace advocate and author, who wrote about 
the healing and painkilling effects of laugh-
ter. He was diagnosed several times with 
serious illnesses, was hospitalized with debili-
tating pain, and was able to prolong his life 
through a positive attitude, love, faith hope 
and laughter.

“I try to remember that when I get down 
or doubt myself or feel hopeless,” she says. “I 
put on my running shoes, head to the gym, 
work out, laugh, and remember all that I 
have in my life and am grateful. Love and 
laughter open my heart and dissolve fear. 
Then I am able to embrace every moment 
that has been given to me and do something 
useful with my life.”

All this talk about exercise gives Martin 
an idea as we close out our telephone inter-
view: “In fact, I have not exercised today,” 
she says. “I was going to let myself off the 
hook, but I feel sluggish, so I’m going for a 
walk, and out of that maybe write a chapter 
for my new book.” Z

For more on Bust A Move, check out:  
bustamove.ca.

“Even at my bluest, 
something will strike 
me as ridiculously 
human, and I will see 
at that moment that 
we all suffer—we are 
not alone. Laughter 
allows me to poke fun 
at my perceived self-
importance.”

ANDREA MARTIN
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travel

Carl’s 
bike

When my cycling buddy died, I 
committed to taking the cross-

Canada trip we had planned 
together. Then I got cancer too.

BY KEITH HAZELDINE

FULFILLING a dream takes commitment and planning—and 
the ability to follow the path life shows you. Last summer I 
fulfilled a dream, spending 74 days bicycling 8,500 km from 

Victoria B.C. to St John’s, Nfld. The road I took was a twisting one 
indeed. It included two cancer stories, one death, and a healthy dose of 
inspiration and of self-discovery. 

The process started about 14 years ago, 
just before my fiftieth birthday. I started 
serious biking with a small group, riding a 
couple of hundred kilometres each weekend. 
Carl became a very close friend. We often 
talked about doing a long trip such as this. 
Unfortunately, he passed away from cancer 

and his wife gave me his bike to ride.
In 2003, a year after his death, I was 

diagnosed with cancer too. As I lay in 
the hospital bed, waiting for the doctor’s 
prognosis, I made my commitment to 
complete our ride, with his bike, as 
soon as I could.



WE’RE OPEN!
STEELE SUBARU’s BRAND NEW FACILITY
IS NOW OPEN AND LOCATED AT: 
3737 Kempt Rd, Halifax

THE ALL-NEW, ALL-WHEEL DRIVE

2012 SUBARU IMPREZA
FROM:

$19,995*

3737 KEMPT ROAD
HALIFAX, NS

PH: 902 982-3558
www.steelesubaru.ca*Plus applicable taxes, freight and PDI

51MPG AND UP TO 1000 /KM PER TANK!
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I had to wait until I retired last year to 
have the time to make my dream happen. First, 
I had to decide upon the method: Join a tour 
company or complete the ride self-supported. I 
chose to join a bare-bones tour company that 
laid out the route and transported the tent, 
sleeping and cooking gear.

The group included 37 other riders, 
from seven countries, who ranged in age 
from 19 to 69. Teams of six riders worked 
together, in rotation, to prepare meals for 
everyone. That made for a wonderful range 
of experiences with which to understand 
our country. 

Now I needed to be big-time fit to ride 
across Canada. I started my program by rid-
ing 3,000 km in Florida in the spring, over 
very flat terrain. Then I spent two weeks in 
Whistler, BC pumping up steep hills.

When we gathered for the start, I 
was surprised to meet riders who had not 

been able to train at all. I was glad I was 
as prepared as I was when we tackled the 
first mountains in BC. However, everyone 
was able to complete them too, with just 
a few more stops, and a lot more pain and 
puffing! 

A vegetarian, I was concerned about my 
diet supplying the necessary calories and 
protein. By bending my dietary rules a little, 
and eating lots of peanut butter sandwiches, 
I was able to keep my engine running all the 
way. My plate was always heaping full, and 
then back for seconds. I lost only 3 kg.

The trip was west to east, so the BC 
Coastal Mountains were right there in front 
of me. The Coquahala Pass was a hard grind, 
cresting at 1,244 m. Then it was on to the 
Rogers Pass and Kicking Horse Pass. Each 
one got a little easier as our endurance 
improved.

Did you know that Canada is a windy 
country? On the flatter terrain, the wind 
really taxed me when it was blowing in the 
wrong direction. Hurricane Irene threw 40 to 
50 kph winds as I completed the Cabot Trail 
in the Highlands of Cape Breton. Did you 
know that Ontario is a really large province? 
It took 25 days to cross, one third of the 
total travel time.

What does one do or think about, sitting 
on a bike for seven to eight hours a day? 
I reflected upon my family, particularly 
my wife who was not accompanying me. I 
reflected upon my life and the decisions I 
had made that had led me to be where I was. 

travel CARL’S BIKE

What does one do or think about, sitting on a bike for 

seven to eight hours a day? I reflected upon my family, 

particularly my wife who was not accompanying me. I 

reflected upon my life and the decisions I had made that 

had led me to be where I was.

GETTING YOUR TIRES WET Keith begins his 
journey by dipping his bike in the Pacific 
Ocean.



Halifax

April 27

Moncton

April 30
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INCREASE YOUR ATTITUDE

Depending upon the traffic, I might be able 
to talk with a riding partner. I listened to the 
birds and was always watching for wildlife. I 
enjoyed our country in vivid colour and slow 
motion. Willie Nelson’s song On the Road 
Again was often playing in my head.

The trip had very few lows. Only two stick 
in my mind.

One was a driver in Northern Ontario who 
wanted to really scare me. While passing cars 
coming in the opposite direction, he made a 
very obvious move over the white line, and 
headed directly at me. I swerved into the ditch 
just as he passed by. It took several minutes 
for my heart to stop racing!

The other low was from heat stress on 
a very hot day coming into Kenora. I was 
leaning over my bike, unable to move, when 
a gentleman came out of his house and asked 
me if I was in trouble, which I was. He invited 
me in for a cooldown and homemade green-
bean soup. What a great Samaritan!

The reward was seeing Canada in a 
completely different way. I could stop almost 
anywhere for a photo or a sit by a stream. 
I had many opportunities to meet and talk 
with Canadians. The question was always: 
“What are you doing—and why?” That 
always opened a good dialogue. I also got 
to exchange stories with people who were 
seeing Canada by other means, such as self-
supported cycling, walking or canoeing. They 
all had unique stories to tell.

Is this trip for everyone? I found the phys-
ical challenges were less than I had thought. 
On the other hand, the mental challenges 
were greater: facing another day of riding in 
the rain when I would rather be in a warm, 
dry home, for example.

It is mainly a question of commitment: 
Knowing you want to do this!

Would I do it again? I had an absolutely 
fantastic summer. I experienced Canada as few 
are able to—appreciating the vastness and 
richness of our country. Yet being away from 
my wife for such a long time is not something 
I want to repeat. I guess it is on to shorter 
trips, maybe with my wife along! Z



Local Sponsors

SEP
30th

JOIN
US ON

Register
Today!

www.cbcf.org
1-866-273-2223

runforthe
cure.com
ONLINE:

PHONE:
866.273.2223

Heather’s mother is a 

breast cancer survivor.

She runs for her mother.

These are her shoes.

Join her!
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IN THE BEGINNING Keith in Victoria, BC.

Keith’s cross-
country journey
Keith Hazeldine and his friend Carl dreamed of taking long bike trips together. Then 
Carl died of cancer. Then Keith got cancer. Then he recovered. Then Keith retired. 
Then he cycled across Canada in honour of his friend. But he missed his wife. So he 
decided that in future he would take shorter trips, preferably with his wife along.

travel CARL’S BIKE
Rockies: Wet and misty. Great 
vistas when the clouds disappeared. 
Climbing not as difficult as expected.

The Prairies: To a cyclist, not as flat 
as you imagine. Headwinds can 
make a short trip into a vigorous 
workout.

Eastern Alberta and Western Sask.: Met people 
experiencing the decay of rural farming life. Small 
towns dying and youth moving into the oil industry.



696 Windmill Rd, Burnside, Dartmouth
Phone: 902.468.6411
TollFree: 1 888 785.2989
www.steelevolkswagen.com

696 Windmill Rd Burnside Dartm

WE’VE GOT YOUR

VW!
ATLANTIC CANADA’S 

LARGEST
VW DEALER

BURNSIDE, DARTMOUTH
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SWEAT IT UP

IN THE END The final stretch at Signal Hill, 
St. John’s, Nfld.

Keith cycled across Canada from west to east. He climbed moun-
tains and fought strong steady winds and learned what a beautiful 
country he lives in. He had many great conversations and was 
helped by many strangers on his voyage. He now appreciates 
Canada more than ever.

Newfoundland: Very rugged; 
more spectacular than I had 
expected. 

Northern Ont.: Good roads. 
Great vistas of Lake Superior. 

Maritimes: Beautiful sandy beaches. Completed the 
Cabot Trail the day after Hurricane Irene.

Southern Ont.: Bruce Peninsula very pretty along 
shore of Georgian Bay. Thousand Islands Parkway 
spectacular, and well suited to cycling.
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The OptiMYz choice

4 SERVINGS | PREP 3.5 HRS | COOK 8-10 MINS

TO PREPARE
Cube chicken breast to 8 equal cubes. In a bowl combine 
all ingredients except onions and green peppers. Let 
marinate for minimum 3 hours.

Cube onion and green pepper. Carefully skewer 
alternate pieces, chicken, pepper, chicken, onion, etc.

Cook on a hot grill or barbeque for 8-10 minutes, 
turning occasionally, until cooked. 

Nutritional value (per skewer): Calories (kcal) 218; 
Protein 16 g; Carbohydrates 4 g; 15 g

Athens Restaurant 6273 Quinpool Rd Halifax NS B3L 1A4  
902-422-1595 www.athensrestaurant.com 

WE all want to eat healthier and when we eat out we do 
not want to compromise our healthy eating habits. 
This is the concept of the “OptiMYz Our Favourites” 

program. Our dietitian will review menu items from local restaurants 
to ensure they are a healthier choice. Each menu item will be 
categorized and listed in OptiMYz Magazine and on the restaurant’s 
in-house menu. New items will be reviewed and added in each issue! Finally, we can just 
enjoy our meals without wondering how the meal will fit into a healthy lifestyle. Bon appétit!

*These are guidelines only: OptiMYz “Our Favourites” program cannot guarantee all ingredients in recipe meet criteria. Please notify server of any health concerns.

CATEGORY CRITERIA

Lower fat Less than 10 grams of fat per serving. Item is a source of healthy unsaturated fats and not deep fried.

Vegetarian Mainly vegetables; no meat products in menu item. No meat products used in cooking methods.
 *May contain dairy, eggs and or fish — will specify in menu item description.

Vegan No meat items, dairy, eggs or fish in menu item or used in cooking methods.

Dairy free No milk or milk products in menu items or used in cooking methods.
 *Please notify server if you have an allergy to dairy. 

Organic Certified organic ingredients used in menu item and in cooking methods. 

Local foods Prepared with foods from the province where the restaurant is located.

Gluten free Menu item and cooking methods are gluten free (no wheat, rye, barley and commercial oats products or additives). 

 *Please notify server if you have an allergy to gluten.

Health  Menu item includes ! a plate of veggies cooked with little or no added fat, " plate whole grains and 
Friendly Item lean protein.  Cooked with unsaturated fats.  

SPONSORED BY

INGREDIENTS
 » 2 x 5 ounce chicken breasts
 » ! green pepper
 » ! spanish onion
 » ! cup canola oil
 » 1 fresh garlic clove, minced
 » pinch salt
 » ! tsp dried oregano
 » pinch pepper
 » " cup lemon juice 

Chicken Souvlaki Skewers

Experience
Di!erent

LISTEN CLOSELY
AND YOU CAN HEAR

THE HEART BEAT

Stay Seaside
Di!erent!

 

Stay Downtown
Di!erent!

HERE’S TO
NEW STORIES

WITH OLD FRIENDS



For thirty years, we have helped thousands overcome foot pain and offer pedorthic 

treatment for: arthritics, diabetics, sport injuries, pediatrics and the everyday activities of 

daily living. Our difference is we custom mould and build each orthotic on site to match 

your specific needs, maybe that’s why so many health professionals refer us.

With offices in Halifax and Wolfville (Acadia University), we help individuals of all ages 

and medical conditions find comfortable solutions to their foot-related problems. And 

thanks to our on-site lab, we are able to deliver those solutions quickly and efficiently.

You work hard to find the very best employees

We work hard to help you keep them

Protecting your very best employees is all we do

At Theriault Financial We Understand. Consult. 

Deliver. Support.

(902) 434-9088 or 877-434-9088 www.theriaultfinancial.comW W

Proudly Atlantic Canadian Owned. Progressive thinking since 1970. At work for small business with all major Group Benefits 

providers and Chambers of Commerce Group Plan.

At Theriault Financial we...

Benefit from our 40 years 

of common sense experience

...learn and understand your small business needs

...deliver the best programs customized specifically to you

...support your business
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PLAY A GAME

For more meal ideas from our healthy 
restaurants, visit optimyz.com

Carrot and Rhubarb Soup
PREP 30 MINS | COOK 40 MINS

INGREDIENTS
 » 2 medium onions—peeled and diced
 » 2 cloves of garlic—whole peeled
 » 1 Tbsp olive oil
 » 2 lbs peeled carrots (diced)
 » 1 pound rhubarb (diced)
 » 2 oranges—zested and juiced
 » 1 litre chicken broth
 » 4 sprigs of rosemary
 » 1 cinnamon stick
 » Salt and pepper to taste

TO PREPARE
In stock pot heat oil at medium heat and 
sauté onions with a little salt until soft and 
brown. Increase heat to medium-high and 
add carrots and garlic, stirring as to prevent 
sticking. 

Cook approximately 10-15 minutes (until 
carrots are tender). Add rhubarb and orange 
juice/zest, cinnamon stick and rosemary; bring 
to a boil for 5 minutes.

 Add broth, simmer for 10 minutes—remove 
cinnamon and rosemary and puree mixture 
until smooth. Add salt, pepper to taste.

Chef Richard Julien www.cheflive.ca



opti-direct: marketplace

VISIT OPTI-DIRECT ONLINE AT WWW.OPTIMYZ.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION AND EXCITING OFFERS

5576 Fenwick Street, Halifax  492.2344
www.darrellsrestaurants.com

Take Out   Catering  Licensed

Makers of Metro’s 
Greatest Sandwich
Gourmet Burgers

Vegetarian & 
Vegan options
Amazing Fresh 
Salad Selections
Olde Fashioned 
Milkshakes

air Trade Coffee
utdoor Patio
ee Wireless

hh

(think peanut butter)

(the straw stands up in them)
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opti-direct: marketplace

VISIT OPTI-DIRECT ONLINE AT WWW.OPTIMYZ.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION AND EXCITING OFFERS

�

23 Participating NS Courses 
46 ± 2 for 1 Green Fee Coupons 
Use to Fundraise ± Make 50% Profit! 

the
Introduces

Join us Wednesday, Thursday and Friday nights  

every week for healthy, housemade 3 course meals 

you can share with your family and friends!

Find our weekly menus on facebook

facebook.com/FREDbeautyfoodart

$25 a person | First serving 5pm 

RSVP recommended | 902.455.9438
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SMELL YOUR FOOD
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A lesson in 
discipline
Royce Gracie, Brazilian 
Jiu-Jitsu master and 
MMA legend, speaks at 
OptiMYz Live Health Expo 
in Halifax, NS. Next stop: 
OptiMYz Live in Toronto, 
May 4-5.
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©2012 New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc.

The 7.35 oz. New Balance 890v2 with REVlite

Thanks to our revolutionary REVlite 
technology, light just got lighter. 
Because we all have the right to light.  



After 20 years, greens+ remains the number one selling Green Food in 
Canada. Why? greens+ is the only Green Food that is research-proven 
time and time again. greens+ improves long-term energy levels, boosts 
antioxidant activity, balances pH, and promotes healthy bones. What 
kind of ‘health fad’ lasts this long? The kind that works.

Visit us at genuinehealth.com  |                                               1992

2012

For 20 years we’ve been telling you how 
good it is. (Or is it the other way around?)


